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National Police Week
is must-see
For those of you who attended National Police Week, you can stop
reading and turn the page. You know what I’m about to write.
For those of you who have been in this profession for 10 minutes or 10
years and haven’t made it to Police Week yet, you owe yourself a trip to
Washington, D.C., next May. I promise, you will not regret it. If it somehow does not have a profound and moving effect on your life, you may
want to move on to another profession.
The visit to the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Wall is
just not the same in August or October as it is during the middle of May.
I try and visit whenever I am in D.C. Unfortunately, for 11 months of the
year, it can be just a shortcut from E Street NW to F Street NW or easy
access to the Judiciary Square Metro station.
It’s not any fault of the Memorial, but for 11 other months, it just seems to blend with
the more than 160 other monuments and memorials around Washington, D.C. None of
the visitor tours have ever put it on the schedule, and only the rare taxi driver even knows
where it is. For 11 other months, it is simply another granite memorial with the names of
more than 20,000 heroes engraved on the wall.
But in May, something very special happens. And that is when you need to be there
because that is when the Memorial comes alive. That is when you see the pictures, the
personal messages, the memorials, the plaques and the mementos that family members
or fellow officers have placed where their loved ones’ names are inscribed. Sometimes,
even entire car doors.
And shortly later come the survivors – the spouses, the sons and daughters, the parents, the relatives and the co-workers. They come from all corners of the country. And
on one special day, I suspect it becomes the most visited Memorial in all of Washington,
D.C., with the arrival of the Police Unity Tour. Often leading the ride are the survivors,
some of whom return year after year. I suspect it doesn’t become any less emotional for
them. The Memorial crowds don’t die down after the Tour arrives and continue for days.
Law enforcement officers from around the world can be found there because they don’t
have a Memorial of their own. So they have adopted ours.
The Candlelight Vigil on the National Mall is always held on May 13 after dark. The
names that were engraved on the Wall that year are read, one by one, during the Roll Call
of Heroes. All of them. Survivors sit up front, waiting to hear the roll call. Every name has
a story. Candles are lit shortly after the last name is read. The sight of more than 40,000
candles burning together will never get old. A lone bagpiper walks through the crowd
playing a tribute, and a rousing rendition of taps closes out the evening. You can never
forget the experience.
As May becomes June and June becomes July, the pictures, the notes and the mementos placed there start to fade. Sadly, some just disappear. The Memorial returns to the
occasional visitor and becomes the shortcut once again. Every name still has a story, but
the emotional impact just isn’t the same.
Our story can still be found at the National Law Enforcement Museum across the
street from the Memorial 12 months out of the year. It is definitely worth a visit. But if
you are a new officer, a veteran officer or a retired officer and haven’t experienced National Police Week, you need to get it on your bucket list for 2023 immediately. You will
not regret it. I will see you there!
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Police Women
The female officers of the Somerset
County Sheriff ’s Office pictured on the
cover show the power of NJ women in
law enforcement. From working as chiefs
and in other supervisory positions to being part of SWAT teams to serving as K-9
officers, as well as bolstering patrol, community policing and corrections in just
about every department in the state, NJ
women in law enforcement are making
their presence felt. And now the organization NJ Women in Law Enforcement
has taken up a very important role in
advocating for female officers. A look at
some of these policewomen reveals just
how powerful and important they have
become.
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Cannabis controversy:
law enforcement rights up in smoke
Recreational marijuana use in New Jersey is now the law of
the land. This is a process that has taken years to go from idea to
implementation, including a campaign promise from then-candidate Phil Murphy in 2017 and culminating in a referendum to
legalize marijuana that passed with approximately 70 percent
of voters supporting it in 2020.
A Cannabis Regulatory Commission was set up and towns
across the state were even granted the ability to opt out of allowing cannabis dispensaries and other businesses in their
neighborhoods. Finally, after months of regulatory discussion
and considerable back and forth, the first recreational marijuana sales moved forward in New Jersey this past April.
Of course, what came next involved public controversy
around the legal, recreational use of marijuana by law enforcement officers. Ahead of those first recreational marijuana sales,
the New Jersey attorney general released a memo clarifying that
the new recreational marijuana laws allow members of law enforcement to use marijuana while not on duty. The memo went
on to advise that law enforcement agencies, “may not take any
adverse action against any officers because they do or do not
use cannabis off duty.”
To be clear, I am not using my time in this issue to advocate
one way or the other as it relates to a law enforcement officer’s
personal choice about the use of legal, recreational marijuana.
However, I am amazed that not only were the most basic issues
not discussed and resolved regarding the impact on law enforcement, but, in fact, what came next was a rush to take away
our members’ constitutional rights.
Over the time it took to pass marijuana legalization and establish a regulatory structure to offer adult use of marijuana,
it is almost unbelievable that no one took time to process the
impact on law enforcement. This includes the impact of discarding marijuana investigations that led to much more serious
crimes being uncovered, the impact of an officer testifying in
federal court where marijuana use is still a crime, the funding
and training required to detect impairment and, most overtly,
the impact from the use of marijuana among law enforcement
officers.
The attorney general’s memo immediately created controversy in the state legislature and among some mayors, with some
cities banning the use of recreational marijuana by members of
law enforcement. Additionally, a handful of Assembly and Senate members decided to draft legislation that will carve out law
enforcement from those allowed to use recreational marijuana.
One bill from Assemblyman Lou Greenwald would allow for penalizing law enforcement for marijuana use while conducting
random drug testing for marijuana and also rejecting appli-

cants based on lawful marijuana use.
The legislation directly and solely targets law enforcement.
Again, while I am not here to advocate for or against any individual’s recreational use, it is important to ask why law enforcement officers always seem to be an easy target for politicians
looking for a quick headline. As members of law enforcement,
we all understand the awesome responsibility that comes along
with our gun, our badge and our oath. And that responsibility
is not a one-time choice – it is the constant in each of our daily
lives.
But what about other responsible, influential and powerful
groups? Mayors and legislators have seemingly come to see law
enforcement as “low-hanging fruit” when it comes to public
decrees. The use of legal recreational marijuana is simply the
latest example.
Today, it is a question of the impact on a member of law enforcement’s judgment after using legal recreational marijuana.
But, somehow, our political leaders have no concern over an
individual operating heavy machinery, the person teaching our
children, the surgeon operating on our loved ones or even legislators creating laws that will impact us all?
The truth is that this issue divides the law enforcement community. Many of our colleagues believe legal recreational marijuana should not be an option in the law enforcement community, but that does not mean that we need our profession to be
singled out and regulated above all others. It is beyond reason
to think none of these issues, as they relate to law enforcement
and any other number of professions, were discussed in the
months and years when the concept of legalizing marijuana
worked its way through the legislature. Yet, we now somehow
find our constitutional rights being casually bandied about for
headlines.
I expect this will be an ongoing issue, one that many community members will feel strongly about. My only hope is that we
remain united in protecting our rights and standing against the
need for legislation that singles out us among any and all other
professions. That would seem to be something with which we
can all agree.
Lastly, we send our thoughts and prayers to the three officers
from the Union County Sheriff’s Office, the Hamilton Police Department and the Burlington Township Police Department who
took their own lives during the past month. This is a stark reminder that we all need to be our sisters’ and brothers’ keepers.
If you see any signs that a colleague might be having trouble,
please reach out to them or our peer support team to help. This
is our duty.
www.njcopsmagazine.com
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THE 411: Fundraisers and Fun
SAVE THE DATES
June 7
NJSPBA Cigar Gala for the
Survivor & Welfare Fund
JUNE
Crystal Springs Resort
1 Wild Turkey Way, Hamburg
6–10 p.m.
For more information, call 732-636-8860
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May 22
Hackensack Local 9 Car Show
Riverside Square Mall
390 Hackensack Ave., Hackensack
12 p.m.
$20 to register
For more information, visit https://www.
njspba.com/web_content/pdf/events/
pba9-car-show-2022.pdf
May 23
Monmouth County PBA Conference
Cigar Luncheon
Bang Bang Bar, Berkeley Hotel
1401 Ocean Ave., Asbury Park
12:30–4:30 p.m.
For more information, call 732-684-3467
May 26
NJSPBA Basics of Fundraising Seminar
NJSPBA Office
158 Main St., Woodbridge
10 a.m.–1 p.m.
This course offers an introductory look
at fundraising for Locals. To register, visit
https://scheduling.njspba.com/events/37/
basics-of-fundraising

June 10
39th Annual Law
Enforcement Torch Run
JUNE
Legs begin at 5 a.m. and
continue to 7 p.m. throughout the state
$100 registration fee
For more information,
visit www.njtorchrun.org
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June 28–29
36th Annual Police Security Expo
Atlantic City Convention Center
1 Convention Blvd., Atlantic City
10 a.m.–5 p.m.
For more information, call 800-323-1927
July 4
SONJ 2022 Statue of Liberty 5K
Liberty State Park
1 Audrey Zapp Drive, Jersey City
5–10 a.m.
$100 per runner
For more information, visit https://www.
liberty5k.org/
July 6
5th Annual Law Enforcement Open
Ballyowen Golf Club
1 p.m.
$140 per golfer
For more information, visit https://www.
crystalgolfresort.com/nj-law-enforcement

June 16
NJSPBA Retirement Seminar
John H. Stamler Police Academy
1776 Raritan Road, Scotch Plains
11 a.m.
For more information, visit https://stamler.
gosignmeup.com/public/course/browse

July 25-28
National Association of Police
Organizations 44th Annual Convention
The Metropolitan at The 9
East 9th St., Cleveland, Ohio
For more information, call 800-322-6276
or email eloranger@napo.org
To register, visit https://naposecure.wufoo.
com/forms/m1wohpdq1ity2xm/

June 27
Manchester Local 246 Annual
Golf Outing
Pine Barrens Golf Club
540 South Hope Chapel Road, Jackson
$195 per individual entry
For more information, call 732-657-2009

Aug. 22
Chatham Township Local 170
1st Annual Golf Outing
Fairmount Country Club
400 Southern Blvd., Chatham
7:30 a.m.
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July 20
PBA Day at Tices Shoal
Bayville
JULY
11 a.m.
For information, contact PJ Sandomenico
at 973-392-9224 or Artie Cronk at
732-674-5414

20

$215 per golfer, deadline to
register July 31
For more information, email
local170golf@gmail.com
Aug. 27
Union Beach Local 291 Harley Davidson
Motorcycle Raffle
Raffle will be drawn at 3 p.m.
$100 per ticket
For more information, call 732-264-0313
Oct. 1
New Providence Local 132
5th Annual Car Show
1378 Springfield Ave., New Providence
8 a.m.–3 p.m.
For more information, visit https://www.
njspba.com/web_content/pdf/events/
pba132-annual-car-show-2022.pdf
Dec. 1
NJSPBA Retirement Seminar
John H. Stamler Police Academy
1776 Raritan Road, Scotch Plains
11 a.m.
For more information, call 732-636-8860

2022 NJ STATE PBA
MEETING DATES
June 28: Atlantic City
July 19: Pines Manor, Edison
August: No Meeting
Sept. 17-24: PBA Main Convention, Baha Mar,
Bahamas
Oct. 11: Pines Manor, Edison
Nov. 15: Atlantic City
Dec. 6: Pines Manor, Edison

ALL DATES AND LOCATIONS
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

LEGISLATIVE REPORT

Primary election primer
New Jersey residents can always be assured
that no matter what time of the year, there is always an election just around the corner. Fire District elections in February. Nonpartisan mayoral
elections in May. The general election in November. There are plenty of voting opportunities to go
around. And that includes the New Jersey primary
election coming up on June 7.
ROB NIXON
Primary elections are the opportunity for the
Republican and Democratic parties to formally
select the candidates they want to represent them
in November. These are considered “closed primaries” because
they are only open to registered party members or unaffiliated
voters who wish to “declare” for a party in order to vote in the primary. Republicans can only vote for Republican candidates and
Democrats can only vote for Democrats.
In addition, the leadership of the two main parties gets to decide, through an internal nomination and screening process,
who gets to run as their official candidates. Formal party support means fundraising, name recognition and organizational
assistance that competing party candidates have a difficult time
matching. This “party line” affiliation provides a level of strength
and a support system for those candidates, who, as a result, rarely
lose a primary election.
But we are in a time of challenges to established practices. Anyone following the political world in the post-Trump presidency
will note the amount of focus the media (and voters) place on an
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official Donald Trump endorsement. President Trump’s endorsement of a GOP candidate has had the effect of reducing the value
of the “party line” in many notable cases, and candidates with his
help have sunk the favored official party candidate across the nation.
This isn’t a foregone certainty. Trump’s endorsed Senate candidate won an Ohio GOP primary, but his endorsed candidate
for governor of Nebraska lost to the establishment favorite. GOP
voters will choose between Trump- and establishment-endorsed
candidates in upcoming Pennsylvania and Georgia primaries.
This is not a GOP phenomenon. Democrats are facing their
own challenges to the party establishment. Socialist Democrats
like Bernie Sanders, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and others regularly challenge the official party pick. Sometimes they win and
sometimes they fall short. Some of this can be attributed to the
nature of gerrymandered legislative districts and the influence of
activists within them. Sometimes, the candidates have no name
recognition, and a Trump or AOC endorsement can immediately
bump that person to a new level. And some of it is based on the
environment we are living in today, where communication and
compromise are valued less than name-calling and attacks over
policy positions.
New Jersey is not without its opportunity for competitive primaries. With Congress at the top of the ticket, the GOP is gearing
up for some fights that could change the dynamic of some races.
Depending on your perspective, this could be good or bad news.
And to date, President Trump has not taken a stand in any GOP
primary, though there is plenty of time for him to do so before
June 7.
New Jersey congressional districts have changed for 2022 following redistricting, which has added to some unknowns. Absent
any shocking news, establishment candidates remain favored
throughout the state. But the election still needs to sort that out.
The GOP races hold the most interesting story lines of this election.
In District 3, Bob Healey, who has full official GOP support, is
owner of Viking Yacht. He is facing a challenge from Ian Smith,
who reportedly was cited for refusing a DUI test.
In District 4, Congressman Chris Smith, who is the second-longest-serving member of the U.S. House, is facing several challengers. His most significant opponent is Mike Crispi, who felt called
to run after President Trump criticized Smith’s vote for the recently passed infrastructure bill. Crispi has the benefit of holding Line
“A” ballot positions in Monmouth and Ocean counties, but Chris
Smith has the benefit of party support and 40 years as an effective
and well-known Congressman.
In District 5, Frank Pallotta is seeking the GOP nomination for a
rematch against Congressman Josh Gottheimer in a newly drawn
district. But first he must get through former Marine and Wall
Street exec Nick DeGregorio in what could be a competitive race
to the nomination.
And in District 7, former State Senator Tom Kean Jr. is also seeking a rematch, against Congressman Tom Malinowski, in a district
that became friendlier to the GOP following redistricting. Kean,
whom the NJ State PBA endorsed in 2020 and throughout his legislative career, is facing several opponents. He came close to defeating Malinowski in 2020, and a Kean win in the primary could
make his November race one of the most targeted in the nation.
The State PBA traditionally does not make endorsements for
primary elections, but members are still urged to vote and make
their mark on who their party chooses as a candidate.

Discipline for inability
to perform the job
It is not uncommon for law enforcement
officers to find themselves in a position in
which they can no longer perform the job
because of an injury. If a law enforcement
officer agrees that he or she is unable to perform the job, the best route is through a disability retirement. However, officers who accept that they can no longer perform the job
may face a couple of responses from an employer. The employer may file an involuntary
disability application with the Police and
Fire Retirement System (PFRS) which the
officer can then challenge. Or the employer
may bring disciplinary charges against the
officer for inability to perform the job, which
the officer can appeal. A recent decision addresses the latter situation.
In Tretsis v. Middlesex County Sheriff, the appellate division
affirmed a ruling by the Civil Service Commission which removed a sheriff’s officer from her position because of her inability to perform her job. Both the commission and the administrative law judge (ALJ) found that the officer could not
perform the essential functions of her position, and the appellate division agreed. Although the sheriff terminated her,
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the court also affirmed the part of the ruling
which modified her termination to a resignation in good standing.
By way of background, the officer injured
her knee after falling on ice in the parking lot
at her job site. She received workers’ compensation benefits and returned to work on
light duty. Roughly one year later, she took a
six-month leave from work for reasons unrelated to the injury. Shortly after the end of
her leave of absence, and nearly two years
after the date of her injury, the officer had
surgery on her knee.
After the surgery, she continued to experience pain, difficulty running and trouble
navigating stairs. As a result, she was not
cleared to return to light-duty work. She challenged the finding that she could not perform her job. In response, she was
given two functional capacity examinations (FCE), both of
which found that she could not perform the duties of a sheriff’s officer.
Her employer reviewed the medical records and determined
that the officer’s physical limitations prevented her from returning to full duty. Consequently, the officer was served with

a preliminary notice of disciplinary action which sought removal from her position. After a departmental hearing, the
employer sustained the charge of inability to perform the essential functions of the job, issued a final notice of disciplinary
action and terminated the officer.
On appeal, the officer presented one expert who testified
that she was able to perform the duties of a sheriff’s officer.
However, the expert was unable to challenge the results of the
two FCEs. The sheriff presented two expert witnesses in support of its position that the officer could not perform her duties. The ALJ credited the testimony of the sheriff’s witnesses
and concluded that the officer could not perform the essential
duties of a sheriff’s officer.
However, the ALJ did not sustain the termination. Instead,
because the reason for the termination was her inability to
perform her job due to a physical injury, and not as the result
of any misconduct, the ALJ modified the officer’s termination
to a resignation in good standing. The commission affirmed.
The officer appealed this decision and argued that the commission and the ALJ disregarded critical medical evidence,
that the sheriff presented conflicting positions based on identical findings in the FCEs and that the sheriff never identified
the essential functions of her role as sheriff’s officer.
The appellate division rejected these claims and found that
the officer’s arguments on appeal were “so lacking in merit as
to not warrant much discussion in a written opinion.” In affirming the commission’s ruling, the court found that the record amply supported the commission’s determination that
the officer could not perform the duties of a sheriff’s officer at
the time of her removal.

The court also concluded that the parties provided ample
testimony as to the essential functions of a sheriff’s officer. The
court further affirmed the commission’s modification of the
termination to a resignation in good standing in light of the
undisputed fact that no misconduct had occurred. The officer
has asked the NJ Supreme Court to hear her appeal. As of this
writing, the Supreme Court had not decided whether to hear
her appeal.
This case will not have an impact on officers who agree that
they are unable to perform the essential functions of the job.
Officers who agree that they cannot perform the essential responsibilities of their positions will not face disciplinary action if the officer is injured in the performance of his or her
duties. Under N.J.S.A. 52:17B-243, a law passed in 2017 and
supported by the NJ State PBA, an employer is prohibited from
terminating an officer if the officer is physically unable to perform the job and is required to maintain the officer’s health
insurance. The only conditions are that the officer must apply
for retirement with the PFRS, and the officer must have sick
leave or workers’ comp time available.
An important point to keep in mind is that an officer can
only file for disability retirement benefits while he or she is still
an employee. Because a disability application can only be filed
while the officer is an employee, an officer who is terminated
may lose the ability to file for disability retirement benefits. Officers who are faced with claims that they are not able to perform the essential functions of their jobs should consult with
experienced attorneys to discuss their options.
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PENSION BENEFITS REPORT

The emotion of National Police Week
I had the privilege to attend National Police
Week in Washington, D.C. during the second
week of May. I have been fortunate to attend this
celebration of law enforcement for the past few
years.
This year, I was struck by the number of law
enforcement officers who have died in the line of
duty, as well as the number of names that were
etched into the wall at the National Law EnPETER
ANDREYEV forcement Officers Memorial. Unfortunately, too
many names have been etched into the wall in
the last few years.
But this year, I could not help but see the varying forms of
emotions by our brothers and sisters in uniform, and the families of the fallen officers. If you are reading this article and you
have not attended National Police Week, I strongly encourage
you to attend. The events of Police Week — standing on the
streets of Washington alongside the families and loved ones
of officers from around the country, participating in the Police
Unity Tour and riding for the fallen officers, walking through the
Memorial and celebrating the lives of the officers who made the
ultimate sacrifice — created a roller coaster of emotions that
made me prouder than ever to be a law enforcement officer in
the State of New Jersey.
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I also had the privilege of attending the National Association
of Police Organizations’ annual Top Cop awards. Sitting in the
audience in the presence of true heroes was an honor. Listening
to stories and watching videos chronicling their fearless actions
under intense and difficult calls for service was extraordinary.
While sitting in the audience, one of the recipients of a Top
Cop award said something that stood out among the speeches and accolades that these warrior officers deserve. The officer made a point to thank his union and its members. He made
sure to thank them for their support and their help with assisting him and his fellow officers involved in that specific incident
regarding their mental health and debriefing the situation.
It is moments like these when I am most proud to be a union
member of the New Jersey State PBA. The members of the New
Jersey State PBA go above and beyond for their members in
need. Whether it is for a critical incident, for mental health assistance or legal protection, they are there for the members. The
mental health of our members is paramount to maintaining
their management of the stressors of our jobs.
After wrapping up another year attending Police Week, I have
a newfound appreciation for the men and women who make
up law enforcement across the country and the sacrifices they
make every day.

HEALTH BENEFITS REPORT
KEVIN C. LYONS

Tough decisions ahead
In May and June, the state usually starts to alert us as to the
trends for the costs of claims for the upcoming year to give us
an idea of next year’s rates. Preliminary data is not good, but to
date, the division has not disclosed its findings. As a matter of
fact, it has not disclosed the outcome of a contract complaint
(which could be worth $30 to $65 million) or of an audit that is
required—thanks to legislation a few years ago sponsored by
Senator Sarlo—and could reach over $80 million in medical
claims.
For years, the New Jersey Division of Pensions and Benefits
has told us that the out-of-network spend was the problem
within the PPO plans. I believed them in good faith, but trends
from the past two years make it clear that out-of-network
alone is not the reason for our exorbitant rates. In our quest
for transparency and painstaking research, we think that the
lack of transparency is the problem. We have found out that
the current vendor awards contracts to hospitals and preferred providers that compensate some in-network providers
at very high rates, several of which are higher than the out-
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of-network rate of the new NJ Direct plan that our sisters and
brothers in state employment have been forced into.
This cost differential, showing that in-network is not the answer, was evidenced by last year’s rate renewals. Since Local
105 and the state police were among the last to migrate into
the plan, the cost of Direct 15 in this period was remarkably
flat, while the Direct plan (which is greatly network-driven)
escalated. The only other reason for this anomaly would be
that the nonuniformed workers in state government simply
have a much higher spend and thus create higher rates.
My belief is that it is a little of both, as evidenced by our actuary’s report that shows that we are overpaying by 41 percent.
Now for the solutions. We need transparency, first and foremost. We need to know where our premium dollars are going.
We need access to every contract that a third-party administrator has with a provider. We need a prohibition on conflicts.
Currently, the state’s auditor, the actuary and the third-party
administrator all have business arrangements with each other
outside of the State Health Benefits Program. We need a full,
uninhibited audit and invoice reconciliation on the billions of
dollars that the state (and our members) pays on claims. Right
now, the claims and network administrator tells the auditor
what claims they can and cannot audit. Imagine the AG allowing us to tell IA that they can’t ask certain questions.
We need the state to separate the claims administration
function from the network when awarding contracts. Right
now, the same people who own the contract with the providers (the contracts that the people who pay the bills can’t see)
decide how much we pay for claims. Currently, they award a
contract that creates a “fox watching the henhouse” scenario.
We need the state’s third-party administrator to be a fiduciary. They should be a good steward of our money. Right now,
one could argue that they act like the state is a wholly owned
subsidiary.
We need more than one option in carriers. This breeds competition, and just through comparison would allow us to see
irregularities in payments to providers.
Finally, we need access to our claims data. The state needs
to house it and make distinct prohibitions against the carriers using it for their own purposes. Right now, there is nothing
stopping the carriers from taking our data and moving healthier people out of the plan and then back in when it becomes
expensive because of elevated claims.
What can you do? Put these things in your contract. Have
discussions with your business administrator and elected
representatives. And challenge any broker who fights any of
these steps. No matter what their reason, anyone who opposes these changes supports the status quo, which is a cloak of
secrecy. The only way to change the healthcare system is to be
disruptive. The system we have now is ripe with fraud, waste
and abuse, and it is costing us all money.

LABOR RELATIONS REPORT

How it used to be with
collective bargaining
I am a history buff. I prefer to read old newspapers for a contemporaneous account of what
happened over a summary written later in a book
or on a Wikipedia page. I was recently fascinated
by the “Bargaining Report” in the April 1981 issue
of the New Jersey State Policemen’s Benevolent
Association newsletter.
There were several blurbs on the page detailing
contract settlements throughout the state.
MICHAEL
FREEMAN Back then, most of the towns were negotiating
raises of around 8 percent per year. Given that we
are currently averaging 2.51 percent statewide
for 2022, one might long for the good old days of those higher percentages. A closer look shows that the grass is not always
greener.
Closter Boro in Bergen County reported an 8.85 percent salary increase from 1981 to 1982. That represented a salary increase of exactly $2,000, from $22,600 to $24,600. Thirty years
later, Closter’s top raise from 2021-2022 of 2 percent increased
salaries by $2,774, from $138,706 to $141,480. There were a lot of
very successful negotiation sessions that went into those gains
over the course of the careers of those members of PBA Local
233.
Reading that made me nostalgic for the days when I was
learning how to negotiate a contract and all that went into it.
Since any applicable statute of limitations has long since run
out, I have a confession to make. Back in the 1990s, Summit
patrol officers on the night shift were tasked with delivering
“council mail” every other Thursday. This meant that a police
officer was handed a 10-by-12 manila envelope with the name
and home address of each member of the city council. Back
then, I and another PBA negotiator, whom I will only identify
by an alias — Frank Mondo — would volunteer for this unwanted detail. The contents of the envelope often made interesting
reading. Occasionally, it was so interesting that we made copies
of the documents. Those copies were placed in our negotiations
notebook.
Of particular interest were minutes and notes from the safety committee and the finance committee. Some of it may have
been confidential, but we were never told that we couldn’t read
it. We knew that the information that we could glean would be
crucial to successful negotiations. After a few years, the city
clerk realized that we were opening the envelopes prior to delivery. He got the brilliant idea to tape the clasp and initial the
seal, like cops do. Not to be outsmarted, we steamed the bottom
of the envelope open and glued it back. After another year or so,
council members were told to pick up their own mail. The intel
we gained in those years was invaluable and always saved.
Every PBA Local should have a negotiations notebook. With
today’s technology, it is easier than ever to maintain. You can
set up a Dropbox or Google Drive shared folder, and members
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of the negotiating team can constantly update the information.
For organization, each contract heading should have a subfolder in the notebook. In the old days, these were simply tabs
in a binder. It is also advantageous to scan and save documents
as searchable PDFs. It makes it easier to retrieve information if
you let the machine do some of the work. The benefit of using
technology to maintain the notebook is that size does not matter. You can enter as much information as needed and keep it
over many years, as long as it’s organized properly.
The negotiations notebook should contain all of your previous contracts and bargaining notes from previous years. It
should contain any grievances that were filed, in hopes of incorporating the settlement into the contract or drafting language
that would satisfy the grievance in the event a settlement was
not reached. You can include any policies that touch upon the
terms and conditions of employment that are mandatorily negotiable but were not grieved at the time the policy was implemented. The place to resolve those issues is at the bargaining
table.
It should also contain any newspaper articles that pertain to
the Local or the employer. For example, the mayor of Atlantic
City recently held a press conference touting the outstanding
job that he and the City Council have done to address the financial crisis that afflicted the city. Beginning in 2014, they embarked on a mission to get Atlantic City back on solid financial
ground. In 2022, he proudly proclaimed that it was “A Great
Day” as he announced raises for all city employees. The video is
preserved in the PBA Local 24 negotiations notebook. The PBA
will rejoice in the mayor’s extraordinary efforts to attract and
retain the best and brightest possible police officers to protect
the city when a contract that reflects his stated desire is signed
in the near future.
The spreadsheets that the NJ State PBA Collective Bargaining
Committee compiles in my office will also go in the notebook,
as well as any contract ideas that the State Delegate hears about
at the county conference meeting. Most Locals will ask for contract ideas from the general membership for the negotiations
committee to evaluate. Those items should also be included in
the notebook.
The time to begin preparing for negotiating the next contract
is minutes after signing a contract. There are always going to be
some issues that were not completely resolved at the table, so
planning to address them in the successor agreement is always
an option. The most efficient way to keep track of those items
and prepare to incorporate them is by diligently maintaining a
negotiations notebook. Knowledge is power, and the ability to
quickly retrieve that knowledge makes you even more powerful. I encourage everyone at the negotiating table to use every
tool available to assist your Local in securing the best possible
agreement. The State PBA is uniquely positioned to assist with
this process.

PFRS REPORT

The policy investment statement is a go
While the May board meeting was relatively short,
some good was provided and action was taken. The
biggest thing was the trustee board adopting the
policy investment statement. This is a vital part of
our mission, as it starts to create guiding principles
for investing the plan’s assets. Once the agreement
comes through with the state, it will become operative and help the investment team understand the
roles and responsibilities to invest the plan assets.
RAY HECK
This is a major step forward for the plan to become
self-governing.
As a parity to this, we approved the policy benchmarks. As noted in N.J.S.A 43:16A-13, it states in part that “The board’s primary
obligation shall be to direct polices and investments to achieve
and maintain the full funding and continuation of the retirement
system for the exclusive benefit of its members.”
The goal has, and will always be to, grow, protect and stabilize
the system. With these actions taken, we have created a living,
breathing and dynamic document that will clarify governance
structure and technical philosophy structure. I do need to take a
moment to thank investment committee chairman James Kompany from Roselle Park Local 27 for his tireless work and commitment in bringing this crucial piece to fruition.
On the administrative side, we continue to review options regarding the fraud unit and, with the assistance of the director of
legal affairs, develop a framework on further procedures. It is extremely important that we have a fair, firm and consistent way
of investigating these sensitive and technical matters. The board
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continues to review bylaws to ensure that we operate in an efficient and consistent manner in the best interest of members.
On the legislative side, we are monitoring and tracking 30 bills
that have been presented during this legislative session. As we
know, on April 12, Governor Murphy signed P.L. 2022, c 9, which
allows police and fire chiefs to serve until the age of 67 under certain conditions. While many of the bills that are being monitored
are still in the beginning stages, a few have moved into committees. While some legislation may not be directly associated with
PFRS, we review them to see if they can affect our system down
the road.
With the global climate uncertain, we must keep a pulse on
daily activities. Whether it’s the conflict in Ukraine, the COVID
upticks in China and North Korea, the inflation scares or outrageous fuel costs, everything can affect the market. Like I have
stated in the past, those who prepare for battle are most likely to
emerge the victors.
Nobody can clearly predict the market in these controversial
times. However, while making money in a good economy is easy,
stabilizing in a hostile one is the true challenge. One thing I can
say for certain is that we will continue to monitor this by communicating, strategizing and implementing sound decisions to
protect and grow the system. Our system is designed to address
short-term peaks and pitfalls. Just as when you drive your car
in adverse weather, circumstances change and the roadway becomes much smoother. This pension system is designed to be resilient so that it will be available for all in permanence.
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Firearms registration update
I had the pleasure of sitting down with retired Chief Stephen Poloka and retired
Lieutenant Joe Digiovanni, both certified law enforcement/security firearms instructors, regarding the new retired police officer (RPO) initial and renewal online registration. You may or may not be aware that as of Feb. 14, all initial/renewal registrations for all RPOs must be performed online, as they are no longer accepting mail-in
registrations.
Renewal applications can be submitted up to three months before the expiration
date. A new passport-sized photo and your latest training record must be scanned
CARMEN and uploaded to the website.
will need the chief’s name and email address where you live and the name
BROCATO andYou
email address of the instructor who last qualified you. There is no need for any
ALTERNATE mental health form, and you must upload your latest training record. Only your latest training record is needed; no other record is required. After your application is
STATE
processed, they will email you your carry permit, which you will need to print out.
DELEGATE They are now charging a processing fee of $5, which brings the cost to $55.
Chief Poloka and Lieutenant Digiovanni wanted me to add the following information:
1. New Jersey does not want to recognize HR-218, and there is a lawsuit pending in the courts.
Hopefully, we will get a ruling soon.
2. On March 7, Governor Murphy extended the permits for 90 days.
3. Three things a RPO needs to carry would be a retired ID, a firearms ID card and a copy of the
most recent training record.
4. Carrying out of state requires the same as above.
5. RPOs are allowed to carry 15 rounds in the magazine as long as the firearm is on the training
record card.
6. The firearms card needs to be always in possession while transporting a firearm.
7. SORA paid and volunteers need to have a card to do security work, public or private.
8. The governor wanted to raise the RPO fee from $50 to $400 a year, but that was defeated.
9. Executive Order 89, signed by Governor Murphy, allowed no one to have gun insurance. He
was sued, so he is allowing RPOs to have gun insurance. They recommend U.S. Law Shield.
The following is Brother Tod Coletta’s legislative report:
Retirees who are weapons-qualified and are concealed-carry compliant with the Law Enforcement Officers Safety Act (LEOSA), H.R. 218, should be aware of the following existing federal firearms
laws pertaining to using legally obtained recreational marijuana.
Do not put yourself in legal jeopardy. The Federal Gun Control Act (GCA1968), at 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)
(3), prohibits any person who is an “…unlawful user of or addicted to any controlled substance (as
defined in section 102 of the Controlled Substances Act [21 U.S.C. 802])” from shipping, transporting,
receiving or possessing firearms or ammunition. Marijuana is listed in the Controlled Substances Act
as a Schedule I controlled substance, and there are no exceptions in federal law for medical marijuana, even if such use is allowed by state law.
Acting Attorney General Platkin has failed to consider the existing federal firearms laws with his
position of authorizing “off duty” marijuana use, putting law enforcement officers and retirees carrying firearms in federal legal jeopardy. For retired law enforcement officers who are compliant with
the federal H.R. 218 Law Enforcement Officers Safety Act (LEOSA) to use legally obtained recreational
marijuana or medically authorized marijuana is a felony that would mandate individuals to surrender their firearms and be subject to federal penalties of a fine, 10 years in prison or both. If you use
marijuana, potential federal wire and U.S. Mail fraud charges may also apply when filing your ATF
Form 4473, checking box No. 11 and answering “No” to narcotics/drug use.
The following is Brother Bruce Polkowitz’s PFRS report:
To give a better understanding of the Police and Firemen’s Retirement System (PFRS) Segal Group
Valuation Review as of July 1, 2021, the following table details how the contributions versus benefit
revenue are collected and dispensed.
PFRS State
PFRS Local
Taxpayer Contributions
$266,008,000
$1,305,722,016
Member Contributions
$51,571,527
$367,886,668
Total Contributions
$317,579,527
$1,673,608,684
Benefit Payouts
$353,922,692
$2,487,025,239
Needed Revenue for Payout
$36,343,165
$813,416,555
Including the total contributions, the combined state and local capital/interest revenue needed to
make the benefit payout total is $849,759,720.
In addition, there are administration fees of $2,701,917 at the state level and $15,591,179 at the
local level.
There are 40,476 active PFRS members making contributions, while 47,518 retirees and beneficiaries are receiving pensions. Along with 1,712 noncontributing active and 60 deferred vested members, PFRS has a total of 89,766 members as of July 1, 2021, according to the Actuarial Valuation Segal
Group report.
Please keep in mind that this is only a snapshot in time, as the active versus retired membership
totals are fluid and changing monthly.
www.njcopsmagazine.com
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NAPO pushes for priority bills
to move during National Police Week
NAPO, working in conjunction with other national law
enforcement organizations, advocated for our priority
bills to move during National Police Week. The priorities
include the need for legislation to enhance officer safety
by increasing penalties for the murder, attempted murder, or assault of federal, state and local law enforcement officers;
legislation to qualify post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
PTSD-related suicides under the Public Safety Officers’ Benefits
(PSOB) Program for death and disability benefits; the LEOSA Reform Act; and training on responding to individuals suffering from
traumatic brain injury (TBI) and PTSD.
Both the House and Senate Judiciary Committees have indicated
that they will hold markups on two or more of our bipartisan bills,
with the Public Safety Officer Support Act and the TBI/PTSD Law
Enforcement Training Act leading the way, and other bills under
consideration. Both committees expect to mark up the bills by the
week of May 16.
The Public Safety Officer Support Act recognizes PTSD as a lineof-duty injury for purposes of the PSOB Program and ensures that
officers who suffer from PTSD and those who take or attempt to
take their own lives as a result of that diagnosis will be covered under the program.
The TBI/PTSD Law Enforcement Training Act would make training and guidance available for departments to use as a basis to support improved responses and outcomes to interactions between
officers and persons affected by TBI and PTSD. It also recognizes
that law enforcement and first responders are among those in our
communities who suffer from these afflictions and requires the
CDC to conduct a study on the prevalence of TBI and PTSD in the
profession.
Senate Judiciary to take up Justice and
Mental Health Collaboration Program
The Senate Judiciary Committee was scheduled to mark up the

Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Reauthorization Act (S. 3846) during National Police Week, adding
another of NAPO’s priority bills to the agenda. The act
would reauthorize the program for the next five years
at $50 million annually and make important improvements, including:
• strengthening support for mental health courts and crisis intervention teams;
• supporting diversion programming and training for state and
local prosecutors;
• amending allowable uses to include suicide prevention in jails
and information sharing between mental health systems and
jails/prisons.
The JMHCP must be reauthorized to ensure that law enforcement continues to have access to these vital resources and training
programs.
NAPO endorses Fighting PTSD Act
NAPO pledged its support for the Fighting Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) Act, S. 4007, a bipartisan bill. According to Blue
H.E.L.P., 157 current or active-duty officers died by suicide in 2021,
and 46 officers have taken their own lives so far this year.
The Fighting PTSD Act recognizes the prevalence of PTSD within the public safety profession and the need to address PTSD and
acute stress disorder among officers to make certain they get the
treatment and help they need. This legislation is an important first
step in giving all officers access to confidential, state-of-the-art
treatments for PTSD and acute stress disorder. By acknowledging
the instances of these disorders within the profession and guaranteeing treatments and resource are widely available, we can work to
ensure that suicide will no longer be one of the top killers of public
safety officers.

The Law Firm of

Alterman & Associates, LLC
Stuart J. Alterman, Esquire
Arthur J. Murray, Esquire
Timothy J. Prol, Esquire
Proudly representing Law Enforcement and Public Safety for a combined 80 years
Contract Negotiation
Contract Arbitration
Grievances/ Arbitration
Discipline Defense
Whistleblower /CEPA
Hostile Work Environment
Pension/Disability Appeals

Criminal Defense
Workers Compensation
Personal Injury
Human Resource Issues
Civil Rights Litigation
Administrative

One Stop Shop for Public Safety
Alterman & Associates, LLC have been an approved law firm with the PBA Legal Protection Plan since its inception.

South Jersey Location
North Jersey Location
8 South Maple Avenue, Marlton, NJ 08053
22 Church Street, Haledon, NJ 07508
(856) 334-5737
(973) 956-1621
salterman@alterman-law.com
www.altermanandassociates.com
www.NJPoliceAttorney.com
www.NJCorrectionsAttorney.com
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Response Time
A conversation with a prominent NJ State PBA member

This month
Clifton Local 36 State Delegate Derek Fogg

The Vitals
• Local 36 State Delegate since 2020
• Local 36 Vice President 2016-2020
• Started with Clifton Aug. 24, 1999
• Motors officer for Clifton
• 19th year with Clifton PD Traffic Unit

• Recently promoted to Traffic Unit sergeant
• Married to Tracey for 16 years
• Father to sons Devin, 16, CJ, 14
• Lead motor for Chapter 1 of the Police
Unity Tour for 10 years

F irst Response

Derek Fogg prepares to lead the Motors Unit for the Chapter 1 ride of the 2022
Police Unity Tour.

What’s it like leading the Police Unity Tour motors and being one of the first ones into the National Law Enforcement
Officers Memorial each year?
It’s a humbling experience for sure. But it’s also very honorable, and it makes you feel good inside. The first thing you see is the massive
amount of people there to represent or care for loved ones of those who have been lost. And then right away you notice the children who
are there representing what you believe to be parents lost. It’s empowering. It’s extremely, extremely emotional. I have sunglasses on but
there’s always tears behind the sunglasses. Even after 16 years.

Conversation Pieces

How did you get involved with the Unity Tour?
It started because Randy Colandres, who was part of my department, started going when we lost John Samra, who was one our
traffic officers, in the line of duty. After losing John, Randy became
part of the Unity Tour to ride for him. And Randy came to me and
he’s like, “Hey, they got motors. And I want you to go.” And from
there, I just got involved and slowly moved up to become the lead
motor. I’m also on their national board of the Police Unity Tour.
When you’re on the road with the Unity Tour, what’s it like
being responsible for everybody’s safety behind you?
It’s a large undertaking to make sure we can get from point A to
point B and that everybody can do it safely. It’s overwhelming at
some points, but then you look back at the blue line behind you,
you just can’t believe that something this large can continue for so
long of a period of time. It just shows how powerful the love these
officers have for those who have been killed in the line of duty.
What’s been the hardest part of being a State Delegate?
I guess the hardest part is just making sure that the members

Last Response

Derek Fogg’s
List
Our member of the month shares
some of his favorites

Favorite pro sports team
New York Yankees
Favorite college sports team
Penn State football

are represented and that no one’s taken advantage of. And that’s
time-consuming for sure.
What’s been your favorite part of being a State Delegate?
Same thing. It’s time-consuming, but it’s time well spent.
How do you find the time with a State Delegate having to
be on call 24-7?
My unit is on call 24 hours a day. So I don’t mind being on call and,
like I said, you know it going in and as long as you’re willing to
do it going in, I don’t have a problem. I don’t mind being called in
the middle of the night if it’s going to protect one of the members.
In years of serving on the Local 36 board, what accomplishments are you really proud of?
We filed a lot of grievances in Clifton over the past few years, so
it’s basically been getting those positives out of it and leaving
the union a little bit better. With different grievance arbitration
hearings, we were successful in a lot of them. That’s probably my
biggest accomplishment – just making sure that those members
were protected.

What’s it like attending National Police Week?
It’s definitely life-altering. I think every officer should do it at least once in their career. And if they do, it’s hard to say no to coming back.
It really is. It’s a family. It’s a representation of what we really stand for and how important it is to us that these officers are never forgotten. And I definitely think it’s something every law enforcement officer should do at least once.

Favorite thing to do away from the job
Hunt and watch my kids play baseball
Favorite food to eat out
Anything with steak
Favorite food to eat in
Pizza
Favorite movie
“Braveheart”
Favorite TV show
I’m usually watching a college baseball game
PBA member who had the biggest
influence on you
Marc Kovar. He’s honest, he always answers
his phone and he’ll do anything for the PBA.
Favorite PBA event
The Mini Convention
Second favorite PBA event
The PBA Toy Drive
www.njcopsmagazine.com
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Get the Right Training
for the Promotion You Deserve!
Classes Start in June!

Civil Service, Title 40, NJ Chief’s of Police Exam and more!
Classes Fill Up Quickly
Register Today

Call 844-685-7737, EXT 1
Or go to www.jharristraining.com

This class is specifically designed to provide Civil Service Officers with the knowledge, skills,
and abilities to understand and apply key areas of the resource material, best practices,
Case Law, Criminal Law, Title 39, and management theory for promotional exams.
Our team of instructors will concentrate on preparing you for any highly testable
areas to maximize your individual score on the exam.

We offer THE TOOLS YOU NEED
•
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 Access to our Online Classroom
24/7 Access to our Online Flashcards
Practice Exams
In Person Lectures
Online Videos Lessons
Study Guides (Hard Copy & Digital)

Sign-Up Now
Toms River
Mondays, 0830-1230 or 1700-2100

Clark
Wednesdays, 0830-1230 or 1700-2100
Stockton University
Sundays, 0830-1230

Mix & Match Times & Locations or Go ONLINE

DISCOUNT PRICES AVAILABLE UNTIL JUNE 15

www.JHARRISTRAINING.com
policetraining@verizon.net
(844) 685-7737 ext. 1

FRPHC Spotlight: Mental Health

May brings Mental Health Awareness Month
We all know the saying “April showers bring
May flowers,” but did you know that May is
also Mental Health Awareness Month? I am a
licensed professional counselor (LPC) and have
been in the field for more than 25 years, specializing in treatment for first responders and their
families.
Originally from Mercer County, graduating
LISA
from Lawrence High School and The College of
FASANELLA
New Jersey, opportunities led me to southwest
LICENSED
Florida. During that time, I was asked to create a
PROFESSIONAL
COUNSELOR behavioral health program for government employees in Collier County. As a self-insured employer, they were not achieving the improved health markers
they expected through their programming. The shortcomings
were due to behavioral health issues not being addressed within
the context of overall medical care. There is a positive correlation between physical and mental health, and both need to be
cared for, for optimal results.

I created “Emotional Wellness,” a progressive and proactive
program, in 2015. Collier County employees and their families
immediately began utilizing the program and services. As we
expanded, I hired a team of clinicians in order to meet their
needs. Working in harmony with their medical practitioners,
self-reports of decreased depression and anxiety, improved
physical health, coping, personal life fulfillment and increased
job satisfaction were gathered. As first responders’ emotional
and physical wellness improved, decreased medical costs were
observed by their employer. I am proud to report that this program is still serving Collier County government employees and
their families, helping more than 7,000 people.
Imagine my delight when I returned to New Jersey and
learned of the First Responder Partnership Health Center
(FRPHC). “Healthy Minds and Bodies for All Who Protect and
Serve” aligns with my mindset, passion and professional expertise. Our services are robust.
“It is estimated that 30 percent of first responders develop behavioral health conditions including, but not limited to, depression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), as compared
with 20 percent in the general population.” (Abbot et al., 2015).
Often, they do not seek behavioral health services for a multitude of reasons, including shame, stigma, fear and a lack of
understanding or discomfort in being on the receiving side of
help and assistance. In a confidential setting and safe space, I
am here to help with the understanding and experience of first
responders’ clinical needs.
Suicidal ideation is another important factor with first responders. Many are fearful of talking about it; however, it is an
important topic to discuss. From 2012 to 2020, 107 New Jersey
law enforcement officers died by suicide, compared to 40 Pennsylvania law enforcement officers who died in the line of duty.
Talking about suicide opens lines of communication, reduces
stigma, raises awareness and lends support. It is a wholly positive endeavor.
The FRPHC program stresses that behavioral health is crucial
and often overlooked. Whether it is depressed mood, anxiety
or thoughts about suicide, I am here to meet with you, offering
the validation, empathy, education and clinical skills needed to
help make you feel whole again.
Lisa Fasanella, the First Responder Partnership Health Center
behavioral health specialist, is a licensed professional counselor
with a 25-year history of working in the behavioral health care
field. She is skilled in treating mood and anxiety disorders, including PTSD, crisis intervention, CISM, suicidality and safety
planning, domestic violence, addiction, community outreach
and public speaking. She has a master’s degree in mental health
counseling from The College of New Jersey and is EMDR trained.
Call FRPHC at 609-249-7073 for a prompt appointment. Individual, couples and family therapy are offered.
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Do Telehealth

The FRPHC has an option to bring its easy-to-access,
comprehensive care right to members

■ BY MITCHELL KRUGEL

NJSPBA members who have come to the First Responder Partnership Health Center (FRPHC) now open in Hamilton
Township have marveled at its values and virtues. They are
talking about the accessible and confidential mental healthcare, the on-site physical therapy and chiropractic care, the onsite pharmacy and the many other attributes that facilitate the
no-waiting, get-well-soon approach that sets the FRPHC above
and beyond.
And there are those who say it sounds phenomenal. If only
it weren’t so many miles away. And then there’s that New Jersey
traffic thing.
Make no mistake, it’s more than worth the trip to the FRPHC.
But if members can’t come to the FRPHC, well, there’s a way to
bring it to you.
The FRPHC’s telehealth care option has become another virtuous and valuable option to pursue healthy minds and bodies for all those who protect and serve. Connections available
through an app, video and even text messaging are making the
FRPHC’s ease of access to care and treatment even easier.
“We find that 90 percent of medicine is diagnosed by medical history,” reports Dr. Domingo Aviado, a medical director
for Integrity Health, which owns the FRPHC. “It depends a lot
on what the patient is saying and complaining of. The physical
exam is important to confirm diagnosis, but we can see a lot
with the way phones are so high resolution. So technologywise,
it’s very easy and seamless.”
Dr. Aviado, who is board-certified in family medicine, is also
the company’s chief medical informatics officer. The fact that
there is a chief medical informatics officer perhaps accentuates
just how prolific telehealth can be.
Like the concept that has led to the FRPHC, they have telehealth down to a science, so it’s more than just a virtue for patients who don’t like coming to the doctor. A sore throat or a
rash can be viewed. Even blood-pressure checks can be done
via televisits, and first responders who might need more interactions with the doctor can facilitate those through the FRPHC
telehealth option.
“Injuries can be evaluated, like whether somebody might
need an X-ray,” Dr. Aviado details. “We do what we do in the
physical exam: Can you move it this way or that way? Can you
stand on it? And if it needs to be X-rayed, then the patient
comes in for the X-ray and doesn’t need to get tied up with anyone else.”
The FRPHC also has been using telehealth to bring behavior-

al health to more and more members, fulfilling one of the most
demanded healthcare requests from law enforcement officers.
Imagine just how much mental healthcare you can get if you
don’t need to leave your home?
And telehealth makes it much easier to keep an appointment.
Or makes you less likely to cancel.
If you don’t have the FRPHC app, the center will send you a
link to access it. And there’s no paperwork. Answer a screening
question, and a staff member will follow up to get pertinent information and schedule the appointment. A text notification
puts you in a waiting room, and then you can go on with your
business – or just read a magazine – until the doctor comes on.
Telehealth can also facilitate sending documents back and
forth. So really, it’s a viable way to alleviate the pain in the butt
of healthcare to enable focusing on what’s causing the real pain.
“Sometimes, we can break it up into small snippets rather
than one physical when they have to come in,” Dr. Aviado adds.
“Everything moves much more efficiently. We can reach out
to the patient on more intervals that enhance interaction and
compliance and things like that.”
An additional interaction could be to follow up on a test or
the status of an injury. The telehealth video can also offer a
more personal level than a phone call. The doctor might be able
to read the patient’s body language to ascertain an uncomfortable feeling about discussing complicated test results. Or see
that the pain might be worse than the patient is letting on.
Prescriptions, of course, can be easily administered following a telehealth visit. And there is also access to staff members
beyond the doctor, which is a core principle of the FRPHC to
begin with.
But wait, it gets better. When family members wind up getting
that cold or the flu, well, telehealth can be the answer. And since
the FRPHC is there to offer family members the same ease of
access as members, that’s really when you need the center to
come to you.
Now, nothing is as healthful as coming to the FRPHC. The
one-stop exam, diagnosis and treatment that come with being
there are second to none. Telehealth just elevates that to another level.
“Having access to your physician is actually sometimes more
relaxing for the patient,” notes Judy Lagana, the chief clinical
officer for Integrity Health. “And it gives you that direct contact
with the physician. He’s right there. He’s paying attention to
you.”
And isn’t that exactly what members want from the FRPHC?
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NJ Women in Law Enforcement

C

By Mitchell Krugel
Photos by Ed Carattini Jr.

heck out the evidence on these eight pages to help ascertain the profound impact and achievements female
law enforcement officers in New Jersey have made, are
making and will continue to make on their profession.
The descriptions you see detail their skills, talent, aptitude
and acumen are way beyond the 15 references to “first” with
the pictures documenting their power on these pages.
Chiefs, lieutenants and sergeants mix in among FTOs, certified Police Training Commission instructors, motors officers,
bias crimes detectives, SWAT certifications, K-9s, domestic
violence liaisons, LGBTQ liaisons, school resource officers,
third-generation officers and even a piper. It’s a microcosm of
NJ women in law enforcement, but only a microsection of the
essential and indispensable attributes female officers bring
to every police department, sheriff’s office and corrections
facility in the state.
The officers you see here represent approximately .001
percent of the number of female NJSPBA members currently crushing it in New Jersey law enforcement. The evidence
in these pages is as illuminating and enlightening as, for example, the achievements celebrated at the annual PBA Valor
Awards. Amid all those honors, there always seems to be a
medal or citation recognizing a female officer who ran down
and apprehended a male who is a foot taller and 100 pounds
heavier.
This spotlight on female law enforcement finds more and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36
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The Power Of: The State Campus Police
Above, from left, William Paterson Campus Police Ofﬁcers Sabrina Rosado,
LaWanda Walker-Roney, Karla Torres and Liz DeSantis. Walker-Roney has been
on for more than 20 years, and in 2020, she was promoted to sergeant. DeSantis serves in the Community Policing Unit and works with the university’s
Student Safety Patrol. She is also the State Campus Police Local 278 president.
Rosado is a wife and mother who began her career in 2017, following in the
footsteps of her grandfather, who is a retired Paterson police captain. Torres
serves as the LGBTQ liaison for the department and is also the mother of a
5-year-old son. All are State Campus Police Local 278 members.

The Power Of: The first and only

Caldwell Sergeant Candice Marinaro, a West Essex Local 81 member, has
been on the job for 18 years. She is the ﬁrst multiethnic female in her department, the ﬁrst female sergeant, the ﬁrst female ﬁrearms instructor, the ﬁrst
female RDT member and the only female from her Local to be deployed to
Puerto Rico for Hurricane Maria.

The Power Of: Special service

The Power Of: The K - 9

Detective Lisa Gutauskas, left, has been on for 25 years, serves as the Montclair PD domestic violence liaison and is a ﬁrearms instructor. Detective Anjannette Sanders, center, has been on for 1 years, the past eight with Montclair.
She is a school resource ofﬁcer and a lead instructor for Law nforcement
Against Drugs. Lieutenant Stephanie gnezzo, right, has been on for 25 years,
has worked in community policing, bicycle patrol and the detective bureau as
the domestic violence liaison and is currently the Trafﬁc Bureau commander.
She is the ﬁrst female ﬁrearms instructor ever for the department, the second
female ever to make rank and has been a certiﬁed Police Training Commission
instructor for the past 22 years. All are Montclair Local 5 members.

Sergeant Shannon Snook works narcotics and patrol with K- Basilone. She
is a 15-year veteran of Somerset County government. She is an honor guard
member, an TO, a certiﬁed Police Training Commission instructor and has ridden the Police Unity Tour every year since 201 . n 2015, she was honored as
Somerset County Outstanding Woman of the ear. She is a member of Somerset County Sheriff’s Ofﬁce Local 272.

The Power Of: The female presence
From left, members of Fort Lee Local 245 include:
• Ofﬁcer Kelsey ord has been on for seven years and works in Uniform Patrol.
• Ofﬁcer Carmen irenze has been on for ﬁve years and is a Humane Law
nforcement Ofﬁcer.
• Ofﬁcer Christine Bizub has been on for one year and works in Uniform
Patrol.
• Ofﬁcer atalie Mateus has been on for ﬁve years and works in the
mergency Services Unit. She is also the ﬁrst female in the Motorcycle Unit.
• Ofﬁcer Alice i has been on for four years and works in Uniform Patrol. She is
trilingual and a certiﬁed Horizontal Gaze ystagmus HG ofﬁcer.
• Detective Christina Blue has been on for 15 years and works in the mergency Services Unit. She is a member of the honor guard and a certiﬁed
Police Training Commission instructor.
• Captain Andrea Cappola has been on for 2 years and is the ﬁrst female
patrol captain. She is a certiﬁed Police Training Commission instructor.
• Detective Deborah Siracuse has been on for 1 years and is a Humane Law
nforcement Ofﬁcer.
• Sergeant Michele Byrnes has been on for 2 years and is a patrol supervisor.
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more officers like Hopatcong Chief Meghan McCluskey, who
admitted that she never thought such a promotion was possible until making sergeant and realizing what is needed to run
a department right.
“I would say the profession has become better for women because of other women over the years pushing through
the doors to open these spots,” submits McCluskey, who also
served as Hopatcong Local 149 State Delegate from 2007 to
2009. “I don’t want to make it like, ‘Oh, it’s just easy for any
woman walking in right now.’ But I think the profession is
more accepting of women.”
Or, as this report seems to reveal, women are more accepted than ever. On a recent Friday around 4:30 p.m., a man with
a gun walked into the police department lobby in Hopatcong
and started screaming. Only McCluskey and her lieutenant
were working at the time. Together, they applied the necessary force to disarm the situation.
It’s not hard to get hyped about NJ women in law enforcement, because what they are doing is straight fire. This report
quickly skyrocketed off the charts when looking for a few female officers to photograph for the cover of this issue. The
phones blew up with subjects worthy of featuring, and again,
there’s only .001 percent represented here.
So this is literally only the tip of the iceberg, or the tip of
the spear, with regard to the thousands of New Jersey female
officers making an impact. And this is not a “look at me” appeal from these officers or a “me, too” report. In fact, as they
detail their learning events, observations and perspectives

The Power Of: Community policing

on equality in the profession, it is clear that the predominant
use of “me” for female officers is for spelling “team.”
The opportunity to tell these stories is not because they are
officers who are women. It’s because they are officers who
happen to be women. And good cops. Great cops, in fact.
“I think there’s a lot more determination to do the job and
do the job well and properly, being a female in law enforcement, because you are setting an example for those who
are going to come after you,” states Kim Best, a Middletown
Township Local 124 member who has been on for 25 years.
“When I was hired, I feel like there was a lot more having to
prove yourself as a female in this job. But now I feel it’s more
accepted to see a woman in uniform.”

It’s not even about gender
Initially, the idea to feature NJ Women in Law Enforcement
(NJWLE) bubbled up from Mercer County Prosecutor’s Office
Detective Megan Flanagan, a Local 339 member, and Morris
Township Lieutenant Heather Glogolich, a Local 133 member, appearing at the NJSPBA Mini Convention in March.
Flanagan and Glogolich are the current president and vice
president of NJ Women in Law Enforcement (NJWLE), an
organization that has been working since 2004 to promote
diversity and encourage more females to come into the profession.
Flanagan and Glogolich are leading an executive board
that has become focused on not just supporting females in
law enforcement, but also building partnerships with agencies, organizations and their leadership. Female-only tactical

The Power Of: The chief
Megan McCluskey has been on the job for 1 years and was ofﬁcially promoted to Hopatcong police chief on March 1 . She said she realized she had
earned the respect of the male ofﬁcers in her department when, after making
sergeant, they started calling her when she was off duty to ask how she would
handle certain situations. McCluskey also served as the Hopatcong Local 1
State Delegate from 2007 to 200 and has completed the Police Unity Tour
multiple times.

Ofﬁcer Katrina Guevara, left, is one of three bilingual ofﬁcers in the airﬁeld Police Department. With one year on, she has been called on repeatedly
to handle translation, which has allowed her to interact with the community.
Ofﬁcer Stacy Chiarolanza has been on for 20 years and was the second female
ever hired on as a police ofﬁcer in the department. n addition to serving as
a resiliency ofﬁcer, her work in the Community Policing Unit has made her
known as Ofﬁcer Stacy in the elementary schools. Both ofﬁcers are West sse Local 81 members.
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handgun training classes, defensive tactics for women and
understanding human trafficking are examples of the customized resources and education NJWLE believes its members – who are both female and male – need.
Additionally, NJWLE is taking on initiatives like generating
a uniform maternity policy throughout the state considering
that, unbelievably, not all agencies even have one. And the
organization has been asked to offer input on recruitment of
diverse personnel to be used as part of the attorney general’s
guidelines.
“We don’t like to segregate ourselves. We want to provide an
opportunity for different conversations to be heard,” Glogolich explains. “Sometimes, we’ll have conversation with men
in our profession, and they’ll be like, ‘Wow, I never thought
of it that way. I never realized that after you had a baby, it was
more uncomfortable for you to put on your vest because of
nursing, or things that go along with that.’ When you give
people an opportunity to engage in the conversations, they
become more knowledgeable, more understanding, more
empathetic and more resilient as a whole in their career.”
NJWLE is also facilitating networking to share best ideas
on such topics as community policing policies and officer resiliency training. These conversations aim to give members
more tools and allow engaging in conversations that grow
agencies and make officers more well-rounded.
And the agencies are following the NJWLE lead. The Mercer
County Prosecutor’s Office, for example, recently sent Flanagan to represent the agency at a local college career fair.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38

The Power Of: Trailblazing

Sergeant Leigh Leaf, a West sse Local 81 member, was the ﬁrst female
ofﬁcer to be hired by sse ells Police Department, as well as the ﬁrst female
to be promoted to sergeant. She has 11 years of service.
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“It was a great time, because there were several females
who came up and asked questions about the profession of
law enforcement: ‘How can I start my career in law enforcement? What should I do about going to college? What classes
should I take?’” Flanagan notes. “We can take the time to give
them insight, support and guidance and really try to give inspiration to females to get into this.”
Additionally, NJWLE is getting more and more questions
from agencies about hiring, about finding extra resources for
training and managing situations they have not had to handle.
“We recently had the opportunity to be in front of a roomful of men at the New Jersey Chiefs Association. Every single male chief in that room was engaged and receptive, and
we’ve had several reach out to us,” Glogolich adds. “It’s not
even about gender. It’s just about are you capable of doing
your job and doing it well. In order to break the stigma and
break this mold, we need people from all walks of life. So it’s
not really a male-female thing. It’s like, ‘How are you at your
job?’”

You will get a lot more respect

Sergeant Sue DePoe, a West Essex Local 81 member, has been on for 18
years. She was promoted as the ﬁrst female sergeant for the orth Caldwell
PD in 2019.
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Measuring the power of NJ women in law enforcement allows asking how far the profession has come from when female officers felt there was zero margin for error because of
the fear of backroom chuckling over their mistakes. Somerset County Sheriff’s K-9 Officer Shannon Snook recalls those
days when she came on in 2015 and there weren’t many fe-

male officers in the county’s 21 towns. Every time a female
needed a pat-down, it seemed like she was called out, even
when she was off duty.
Or how far the profession has come from when Best gave
birth to her daughter. She was breastfeeding and working rotating shifts. There was no place at headquarters to manage
breastfeeding and no accommodations. In fact, it wasn’t until she made detective three years later and worked days that
child care became manageable.
It has progressed to situations like Caldwell Sergeant Candice Marinaro has experienced as a firearms instructor supervising male officers, especially ones who are new to the job.
“They’re a little more comfortable with me than sometimes
they are with a male,” relates Marinaro, a West Essex Local 81
member. “I guess maybe it’s because I’m a mom. I kind of take
a mom tone with the young kids. They need their confidence
built up, so I let them know, ‘Take it easy, relax, you can do
this.’ So I think I have been very well received.”
William Paterson University Police Officer Liz DeSantis,
the State Campus Police Local 278 president, remembers that
when she came on around 2008, female officers didn’t mind
being called one of the guys. That meant they accepted you.
They wanted to hang out with you, and you didn’t mind if
they cursed around you.
Now, the cursing goes both ways, but DeSantis says that female officers don’t worry about the validation of being one
of the guys. Actually, Verona Local 72 member Stephanie Colon reveals that her experiences indicate that female officers
don’t worry anymore about the boys’ club on the job.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40

The Power Of: SWAT and TAC

Ofﬁcer Stephanie Colon, left, has been on for si years and is the ﬁrst Hispanic female ofﬁcer in erona and the ﬁrst female SWAT operator in the history
of the erona Police Department. Ofﬁcer Alyssa Kirby has been on for nine
years and is an TO, a PT instructor and a TAC alternate. Both are erona Local
72 members.

NJ State PBA Legal Protection Plan Approved Attorneys
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Donald C. Barbati, Jr., Esq.

Michael DeRose, Esq.

Representing Law Enforcement Officers and Labor Unions in:
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• Grievance Representation & Arbitration
• Employee Discipline
• Public Employee Disability Pension
Appeals & Applications

• Unfair Labor Practice Litigation
• Critical Incident Response
& Representation
• General Labor Litigation – Administrative,
Federal & State Courts

2653 Nottingham Way, Suite 2 • Hamilton, New Jersey 08619
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“Maybe because of the way I handle situations, I get a lot
more respect,” continues Colon, who has been on since 2016.
“If this is what you want to do and you’re intimidated by being in such a male-dominated field, that should push you
even more, because you will get a lot more respect.”
When she went to the academy 25 years ago, Montclair
Lieutenant Stephanie Egnezzo had four other female officers
in her class from her department. So perhaps it’s not about
how far New Jersey women in law enforcement have come,
but how far they can go.
More acceptance, she observes, will continue to come if
female officers don’t worry about trying to prove themselves.
“It still remains a very physically demanding profession,
and no bad guy on the street cares whether you are a woman. You need to be able to handle your business,” Egnezzo
remarks. “But we’re taught and trained for that. Even though
we may be shorter or smaller doesn’t mean we’re not mighty.”

The balance of both
Pictured, from left, are Sergeant Karissa Hahn and Sheriff’s Ofﬁcers Reﬁka
Kolenovic, essenia Martinez, ean Straz, Christina Stout and Rebecca Phillips.
They are Somerset County Sheriff’s Ofﬁcers Local 272 members. Hahn is the
Local 272A acting president and is the ﬁrst female in the department to make
the Special Response Team. Other notable achievements from this group include Martinez being the youngest Hispanic female hired as a sheriff’s ofﬁcer
and Phillips serving with the Bias Hate Crime Prevention Unit and being a
member of the ew ersey LGBTQ Law nforcement Liaisons.
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The journey of NJ women in law enforcement has long progressed past the us-against-them mindset that might have
been the viewpoint in 1916 when Constance Kopp was officially hired as New Jersey’s first female deputy sheriff. And
nobody insists it’s an us-or-them decision when responding
to a call.
With the education and experience coming through
NJWLE’s efforts and other sources, agencies are learning
about how they can be equipped to handle the ever-increasing diversity of calls. Patting down a female is not necessarily

women’s work, and neither is having the female officer just
handle the female partner in a domestic.
“I can speak to the guy or the girl, but I see the guy chill
out and calm down when a female gets there,” Verona’s Colon
confirms. “I feel confident in my training. I boxed for a couple
of years, so I’m not afraid to confront a bigger man.”
See, that’s the beauty of it. If a victim or a perp feels they
can talk to a female officer because they might have a softer
side, well, isn’t that what’s best for the department and the
community by potentially deescalating the situation?
And even though there are alpha males in a department,
there are also alpha females. Which creates an opportunity
for premium partnerships, because either the male or the female can take the lead.
“Each gender brings strengths to the table,” Somerset’s
Snook asserts. “It might be mental strength. It might be physical strength. It might be prior job experience. With the balance of both the male mindset and the female mindset, as
well as the skill sets, you’re more powerful than two of the
same. So I think there’s a breakthrough that generationally is
different.”
This report is only the tip of iceberg, and more will come in
subsequent issues. But Chief McCluskey first saw evidence of
how she had made a profound impact right before she made
sergeant. And it wasn’t because she is a woman, but because
she just happens to be a woman.
“When people started coming to me for advice or called
me for advice when I wasn’t working, that’s when I realized,”
she recalls.
And isn’t that what makes a good cop?

The Power Of: Experience

Middletown Police Department Detective Lieutenant Kimberly Best, right,
who has been on for 25 years, has been a piper since 1998 and is a solo competitor in the astern United States Pipe Band Association. She is the ﬁrst
female bureau commander in the department and worked in SVU for eight
years. She is a past president of the Monmouth County uvenile Ofﬁcers Association. Detective Erica Weeks, who has been on for eight years, is the Special
Victims Unit detective and the Bias Crimes detective. She is a member of the
Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force, which investigates the online sexual exploitation of children, an FTO and the LGBTQ liaison for Middletown PD.
Both ofﬁcers are Middletown Local 12 members.
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Hundreds of law enforcement officers from across the state and country
gathered on May 9 for the Northern New Jersey Chapter 1 Police Unity
Tour departure.

The Power of the Ride
Riders come back to feel the emotion and reverence of the Police Unity Tour

■ BY ESTHER GONZALES
■ PHOTOS BY ED CARATTINI JR.
United States Customs Local 324 member
Robert Cacioli remembers the first time he rode
into the National Law Enforcement Officers
Memorial in Washington, D.C., with the Police
Unity Tour six years ago. Cheers and applause
erupted from the thousands of family members
and friends waiting to greet him. Tears welled
in his eyes.
“The first time I rode in was the first time I
ever actually just cried,” Cacioli reflected. “At
first it seemed like for no reason, but then I realized where it was and what it was all about.
And I was like, ‘OK, yeah, I don’t feel bad about
shedding a tear or two.’ It really is a very emotional moment when you roll in.”
As he prepared to depart for the 2022 Tour
on May 9, Cacioli and more than 500 law enforcement officers from across the state and the
country gathered at the Hilton Parsippany for
CONTINUED ON PAGE 44

Officers participating in the 26th Police Unity Tour began their four-day journey with a prayer.
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Officers posted photos on their bicycles of officers killed in the line of duty,
including Orange Local 89 Inspector Joyce Carnegie, who died in 1999.

NJSPBA President Pat Colligan encouraged officers to ride strong.

THE POWER CONTINUED FROM PAGE 43

the Northern New Jersey Chapter 1 departure for the 26th Police
Unity Tour. The first full ride since before the pandemic certainly captured what Cacioli and all riders had come back for.
“It starts out as just something you want to do once in your
career, but once you do it, it just becomes part of you,” Cacioli
continued. “Now I do the Tour because it’s become part of who
I am. At work, we bid for jobs. I actually bid around the Tours so
I know that I can get here every May.”
Riders gathered by 8 a.m. for the Chapter 1 departure three
hours later. They prepared for the four-day journey that would
lead them 300 miles to D.C. Some officers were riding for the
first time and anticipating what has been described as the most
emotional moment of their career.
Loyalty to the cause, dedication to the brotherhood and love
for their fallen brothers and sisters brought these officers together for the Police Unity Tour.
“I think it’s all about showing respect to the families, the surviving families,” commented Belleville Local 28 member John
McAloon, who was making his sixth ride. “We have to let them
know that no matter what, we’ll be here on that day to show our
respect for them, for the sacrifice that their loved ones gave, not
only for us, but for the citizens of this country.”
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Pat Montoure, founder of the Police Unity Tour, gave a word of encouragement to the law enforcement officers before they departed.

Prior to the departure, Police Unity Tour founder Pat Montoure reminded riders of their great responsibility in taking on
the Tour.
“We got to continue the honor of blue by making sure that we
represent the best in life,” Montoure related. “Without you, the
memories of the fallen would be forgotten. So take their memories with the bracelets on your wrists. Take the heart that you
know that you have and do this ride the best you can.”
NJSPBA President Pat Colligan, who has made the Tour several times, added some words of encouragement to the officers
before they departed. The scene was so inspiring that it even
made Colligan feel like getting back on a bike right then and
there.
“I come out here and I see everybody in blue, and I miss the
Unity Tour,” Colligan expressed. “Maybe I have one more year
in me, we’ll see. But on behalf of the State PBA Executive Board
and Executive Vice President Marc Kovar, ride hard, ride strong.
We will see you in D.C.”
Hundreds of officers moved into position for the departure,
each wearing a blue bracelet embroidered with the name of a
fallen officer. Some carried flags or posted photos of a fallen officer on their bikes as symbols and reminders of why they ride.
Each officer had a story of who they were riding for. Like Clif-

Hartford Police Department members from Connecticut joined the Tour to
ride in honor of seven police officers who were lost.

ton Local 36 member Gabe Zirpolo, who rode in honor of Local
36 member John Samra, who was killed in the line of duty in
2003.
“Every year, we ride for him,” Zirpolo related. “And we carry
a flag for him.”
When Zirpolo has arrived at the Memorial the past five Tours,
his first stop has always been the spot on the wall where Samra’s
name is inscribed. There, he retires the flag.
Officers from surrounding states, like Connecticut, and
across the country as far as Washington, gathered with their fellow officers.
Hartford Police Officer Sid Palmieri has ridden the past five

Tours in honor of the seven officers his department has lost.
And Palmieri plans to continue riding the Police Unity Tour
even when he retires.
“We’re here for the same reason,” Palmieri remarked. “For
those fallen officers and for those families down in D.C. waiting
for us. I see the families once a year to show that we are going
to continue doing this and to show our support for them. This
is why we ride.”
Although there are challenges, like cold rain and strong wind,
that the officers may face along the way, they often think of
those who have gone before them. Those memories are what
CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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push them forward to continue persevering despite feeling exhausted at times.
Bergen County Sheriff’s Department Local 134 member
Nicholas Haggerty finds his source of loyalty and tremendous
affection for the Police Unity Tour in the memory of Jersey City
Detective Joseph Seals, who was lost in the line of duty in 2019.
“It’s knowing who you’re riding for,” Haggerty revealed. “Every
day you ride and pedal, even when you’re hurting, you just think
of those names on the wall and that you’re doing it for them. It’s
not about yourself.”
Anticipation rushed through officers who were joining the
Tour for the first time. Bloomingdale Police Department Officer
Alexandra Morse, who has been on the job since last September,
was compelled to ride after her department lost Officer Gary
Walker to COVID in 2020.
Morse had heard about the grandeur of the ride and the emotional moment seeing the Memorial for the first time, which is
what she was looking forward to most.
“I heard it’s very emotional to ride into the Memorial, so I’m
excited about that,” Morse related as she prepared to ride. “And
I’m looking forward to the camaraderie and bonding with the
guys that have a lot more experience and seeing what I can learn
from them throughout this journey.”
Lakewood, Washington Police Department Sergeant Mark
Eakes first rode 10 years ago after four officers were killed in the
line of duty. He still remembers the deep connection he first felt
when sharing stories with officers all over the country about
those they’ve lost.
Being a part of the Police Unity Tour has been an incredible
experience for Eakes.
“It’s a life-changing thing,” Eakes declared. “Just seeing the
support along the route from kids who come out, firetrucks and
helicopters flying above us. It’s pretty chilling and heartfelt.”
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Be the Golf Outing
NJSPBA Survivor & Welfare Fund golf
outing solidifies its place in the sun

From left, Somerville Local 147 State Delegate Vito Spadea, Dunellen Local 146 State Delegate Joe Dudley, Retired Perth Amboy Local 13 State Delegate
Jorge Martinez and Alina Fayerman of California Casualty.

■ BY MITCHELL KRUGEL

Outlined against a blue, gray May sky, a light peeked through
to cast a bubble over Trump National Golf Club on May 2. Metaphorical light perhaps, but real enough so even amid the rain
and relentless cloud cover, a ray of sunshine still enveloped the
144 NJSPBA members and ardent supporters of law enforcement who participated in the Survivor & Welfare Fund golf outing.
Brightness certainly beamed off the “Judge Smails” hat
straight out of “Caddyshack” that Dunellen Local 146 State Delegate Joe Dudley sported for the day. Dudley brought his own
version of shine to the day, complete with a gadget in his golf
bag that dispensed beverages – perhaps a nod to the movie’s
Rodney Dangerfield character – and regaling by reciting lines
from the movie.
I don’t think the heavy stuff is gonna come down for quite a
while.
No rain, no temperatures in the low 60s, no anti-law-enforcement rhetoric was going to keep these players from coming out
for Survivor & Welfare and the profession. The paragon of it all
very well may have been Passaic County Sheriff’s Officers Local
286 member Brad Forestieri, who defied the elements by playing in short sleeves and shorts.
“Underprepared for sure, but it doesn’t matter,” Forestieri
confirmed. “It’s just a strength-in-numbers, unity kind of feel
today. I think the biggest gift of all is to reconnect with everybody and put all our worries and cares aside for a day to raise
money for a great cause and support each other.”

Members Tommy Taylor (right) and Brian Sikorski head out to start play.

A day to just be the ball or perhaps generate a little something, you know, for the effort set up the bevy of shining moments. The convergence of the business community and members certainly lit up the event, even chasing away the blue-gray
for all intents and purposes.
It was evident in many foursomes, including the one Dudley
played with, which included Somerville Local 147 State Delegate Vito Spadea and retired Perth Amboy Local 13 State Delegate Jorge Martinez. California Casualty sponsored the group,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 50
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Joe Ablahani of Capital Benefits tees off with Springfield Local 76 State Delegate Brian Trotman (middle) and Eric Murtha of Capital Benefits watching.

BE THE GOLF CONTINUED FROM PAGE 49

and Martinez expounded on the benefits of such support. He
saw how Survivor & Welfare saved the family of his friend and
fellow Local 13 member Thomas Raji, who was lost in 2009 to a
vehicular accident.
“The benefits and the support that his family has received
from the PBA is amazing,” Martinez added. “It really touches a
lot of people, and it goes far. It’s awesome to see people come
like [event sponsor] Cal Casualty with this kind of support. It’s
a blessing.”
The PBA golf outing is the best kind of upbeat, which leads
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to a little more talk about Dudley’s hat. Now, you might think,
“This is the worst-looking hat I ever saw. You buy a hat like this,
I bet you get a free bowl of soup.”
Looks good on him, though.
Traversing the Old and New courses at Trump proved to be
the best way to feel the extent of the gleam surrounding the golf
outing. It led to running into folks who really get what this is all
about, like Mercer County Sheriff Jack Kemler.
Playing in a foursome alongside Mercer County Sheriff’s Officers Local 187 State Delegate Pat Papero, Kemler, who was a
Trenton officer and Local 11 member for 20 years, recognized
the vitality of the union. He complimented Papero for taking
the lead in putting out fires and trying to keep politics out of
policing.
But take it from Sheriff Kemler about the impact of the PBA.
“There’s no words for it,” he began. “They look out for everybody. They raise funds to support family members and things
in the community. That’s probably the most important thing for
us as law enforcement officers. They’re so strong in supporting
one another, which makes people feel so good. What they do is
unbelievable and really boosts morale.”
When they keep coming back to the event, well, you know
something special is happening. East Brunswick Local 145 sent
a couple of foursomes to play, marking the fifth consecutive
year of participating.
“In today’s climate, to have people looking out for us means
the world,” Local 145 member Robert Thuring commented. “It
lets us do our job to the fullest. So we’re having a blast out here.
It could be pouring rain, and we’d have fun.”
Fresh eyes on the significance of playing golf for Survivor &
Welfare adds a glimmer to what transpired here. Perry Doyle, a
25-year member of Pemberton Township Local 260 who retired

last year, admired how functions like this help spread the word.
“The negativity is there when you’re on the job, but when you
get off the clock, the support that’s important is always there,”
Doyle detailed. “It’s a shame functions like this don’t get more
notoriety that they deserve.”
Joe Spezio, who served as president of Highland Park Local
64, testified as to what the golf outing gives members.
“It gives you a little bit of fortitude going out there,” he said.
“[PBA President] Pat [Colligan] has done a great job of keeping
everybody together. So even when people are banging heads,
when it comes down to it, everybody sticks together.”
With that in mind, cannonball, cannonball coming from
Freehold Township Local 209 State Delegate Sam Hernandez.
He has the fortune of feeling both sides of the support. In addition to being a member, he also works for Advisors Mortgage
alongside retired member and former Ocean County Chair Bob
Obsuth, who is part of that elite group that offers sponsorship
and support on almost a daily basis.
“It means so much to us as members because of that most
critical moment we all fear,” Hernandez shared. “And I think no
matter where you are from, we all have a special place for the
PBA because they always have our back. And for us at Advisors,
it’s a special place to always be here for the Survivor & Welfare
Fund.”
It’s hardly a Cinderella story, the way sponsorship shows up
at PBA events like this one. That elite group includes Jeff and
Debbie Rosen from Lending to Heroes, who donated one of the
big flat-screen TVs raffled off during the post-golf reception. Jeff
joined Colligan on the podium to pull the winning ticket for the
TV only after he and Debbie carted off prizes for hitting the longest drives in the male and female divisions.
There are also sponsors who have been here forever, like Sha-

ron Press from Citi Mortgage, who donated a pickleball set to
the raffle. Now, this wasn’t exactly the first prize selected by raffle winners. But that didn’t matter because it’s the thoughts that
count.
And a lasting thought about the greatness of this day came
from another of those elite sponsors, Joe Ablahani from Capital
Benefits.
“What they give every day they’re out there on the job, we
just want to give a little bit back to them,” Ablahani declared.
“When you think about all the good that the Survivor & Welfare
Fund does by helping every police officer, how can it not give
you goosebumps?”
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Fore Fun
Shout out to all who participated and made the
NJSPBA Survivor & Welfare Fund golf outing a great success
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Strength in Numbers
Bergen County Local 102 hosts its largest cigar night ever to benefit the NJSPBA Survivor & Welfare Fund
■ BY ESTHER GONZALES
String lights, hung around the edges of the white tents at The
Graycliff in Moonachie, illuminated the night as hundreds of
NJSPBA members greeted each other and welcomed a night to
relax on May 3. With 350 members in attendance, the 21st edition was the largest Bergen County Local 102 Cigar Night event
to date. And, as has been the case over the past 20 years, all proceeds benefitted the NJSPBA Survivor & Welfare Fund.
“It was really impressive to see that many people supporting
us,” observed Frank Sciacca, one of the event coordinators and
Local 102 past president.
The evening consisted of a full cocktail hour with signature
drinks, a sit-down dinner and more than 70 raffle prizes. Grand
prizes included a golf package to Crystal Springs Resort, a trip
to Marcello Resorts, a 65-inch TV with a soundbar and a Rolex
watch with an estimated value of $11,000.
Local businesses once again stepped up to make the fundraiser a rousing success. And two of the evening’s significant
sponsors were Graycliff owner Anthony Papamarkos, who has
hosted the event for more than 20 years, and P.C. Richard and
Son, whose donations helped Local 102 obtain many of the
prizes.
“It’s because of Papamarkos and P.C. Richard that this event
can keep going on and on,” Sciacca remarked. “They’re really
two of our biggest supporters. And to see a turnout like that, the
support that we get and the donations that we got, it still goes
to show there’s still a large percentage of people that support
us. It’s humbling to get that kind of support, and we appreciate
everything.”
Amid the clouds of smoke from attendees enjoying the many
premium cigars they were given, members laughed with one
another and caught up on old times.
“Everyone was saying how good it was to see other people
that they haven’t seen in a long time,” said John Schwedhelm,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 56

The biggest Bergen County Local 102 Cigar Night ever attracted 350 attendees to The Graycliff on May 3.

Attendees had the chance to win raffle prizes, like this espresso maker.
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Zadroga Act Claims Lawyer

The evening was sponsored by local businesses who donated more than 70
raffle prizes for members.

STRENGTH CONTINUED FROM PAGE 55

Joe Zadroga and Eddie Marcowitz with 9/11 Advocate Jon Stewart.

If You, or a Loved One Was in
The Vicinity of The World Trade
Center Between September 11,
2001 - May 30, 2002
You May Be Eligible
for Compensation.
Did You Know That 68 Types of Cancer Have Been
Linked to the Dust or Toxic Fumes Stemming from
Exposure to The World Trade Center Site?
The Marcowitz Law Firm, PLLC is honored to represent the family of the late NYPD detective James
Zadroga for whom the Zadroga Act is named.
Eddie Marcowitz and his legal team have been on
the front lines for the victims and their families who
qualify to collect damages under the 9/11 Health
and Compensation Act, as well as the September
11th Victim Compensation Fund (VCF).

IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO FILE BUT THE DEADLINE
FOR SOME CLAIMS IS QUICKLY APPROACHING!

Consultations are Confidential and
Absolutely FREE. There are NO LEGAL FEES
Unless We Recover Compensation for Your
Case. Call Eddie and his Team Today:
718-529-4040 to Find Out if You Qualify.
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Local 102 executive board member trustee and fellow event
coordinator. “It was good to get together with people. I had a
couple of retired guys who were there that haven’t seen some
of these people in quite a while, and they said that it was just
awesome for them to catch up and tell old stories.”
And it was that picture of brotherhood and camaraderie that
showed Sciacca just how impactful cigar nights really are. He
said that part of the attraction for the event is the opportunity
for members to pledge their support to one another.
“We’ve really got to take care of each other, especially in the
tough times,” Sciacca said. “And this is how we go about helping
each other out.”
The Local 102 cigar night is one of the longest-running fundraisers for the Survivor & Welfare Fund, which has been the
benefactor since members Robert Bauer and Joe Eppi started
the event in 2001. Sciacca and Schwedhelm have continued
that tradition for the past four years and have seen even greater
for the support over the past couple of years.
“During COVID, a lot of members needed help and I know
the funds paid out quite a bit over that time,” Schwedhelm noted. “It’s good to know that we can replenish it and help it and
help it grow. Hopefully no one ever needs this money, but it’s
good to know that it’s going to people who need it.”
By the end of the evening, they had raised $45,000 for the
fund, which will be presented at the NJSPBA Gala at Crystal
Springs Resort June 7. The Local 102 Cigar Night has now raised
more than $600,000 for Survivor & Welfare.
“I just want everyone to know how deeply Local 102 appreciates everyone’s support,” Sciacca added. “The camaraderie,
the brotherhood and seeing people from all over the state come
together to give to such a great cause, it’s really heartwarming.”

EXPERIENCE NEXT-LEVEL CARE FROM THE LEADING UROLOGY PROVIDER
At New Jersey Urology (NJU), our team of experienced urologists, advanced nurse practitioners and physician’s assistants
are dedicated to improving the health of our patients. As one of the country’s most prominent urology groups,
we specialize in all areas of urological health and offer comprehensive treatment options,
in-house laboratory testing, in-house ultrasound and six state-of-the-art cancer treatment centers.

Our services include
• Cancer Treatment Centers
• Erectile Dysfunction
• General Urology
• Men’s Health & Infertility

• Pathology
• Robotic & Laparoscopic
Surgery
• Kidney Stone Disease
• Telemedicine

• Urinary Incontinence
• Urologic Cancer
• Urogynecology
• Women’s Health

Robotic Surgery
Our specialists are pioneers of advanced treatment techniques. They are experts with more
than 20 years of experience and have trained 200 teams of surgeons in robotic surgery. Robotic
urologic surgery can help ease these concerns by providing a safer, less invasive alternative to
traditional surgery. Robotic surgery is used to treat prostate cancer, kidney cancer, bladder cancer and several other kidney disorders.
Top Doctors
Our staff of eight doctors serve in leadership roles at many hospitals, clinics and surgery centers.
They are annually named “Top Doctors” in New Jersey and New York metro area.

Dr. Michael Esposito, MD, FACS
Dr. Mutahar Ahmed, MD, FACS
Dr. Gregory Lovallo, MD, FACS
Dr. Thomas Christiano, MD, FACS

Dr. Christopher Wright, MD
Dr. Martin Goldstein, MD
Dr. Andrew Siegel, MD
Dr. Vincent Lanteri, MD, FACS

www.njurology.com
255 West Spring Valley Avenue
Suite 101
Maywood, NJ 07607
201-487-8866

222 Cedar Lane
Suite 206
Teaneck, NJ 07666
201-836-6060

E xhale

Passaic County Conference Cigar Night gives members a chance
to breathe easy and help the Survivor & Welfare Fund
NJSPBA members gathered at The Brownstone for the Second Annual Passaic County Conference
Cigar Night.

■ BY ESTHER GONZALES
■ PHOTOS BY ED CARATTINI JR.

The smile on Scotty Verrone’s face was
hidden only by the cigar he was enjoying.
The retired Paterson Local 1 member,
who helps run the Passaic County Conference Cigar Night, was definitely in his
comfort zone, courtesy of the stogie in
his hand.
“I smoke cigars from when I wake up
to when I go to bed,” Verrone commented. “And I have no stress.”
To say the Second Annual Passaic
County Conference Cigar Night on April
13 was a stress-free environment would
be an understatement. More than 200
members gathered at The Brownstone
in Paterson to support their brothers
and sisters in law enforcement and to
celebrate an evening that benefited the
NJSPBA Survivor & Welfare fund.
Passaic County Conference Chair Rob
Ormezzano noted the need for hosting
fundraisers like cigar nights to keep generating support for the Survivor & Welfare Fund.
“This money will cater to families in
hardship,” Ormezzano emphasized.
“And I think that’s what it’s all about. To
help a brother and sister out in their time
of need.”
The event featured a seafood buffet
that set the table for premium cigars, including some provided by a cigar roller
brought in by the Passaic County Conference. There were also many prizes for
members to win in the raffle. And behind
the smoke drifting through the air that
evening was the presence of PBA members who had traveled across the state to
show their support and loyalty.
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Retired Paterson Local 1 member Scotty Verrone
(right) helped coordinate the event.

From left, NJSPBA President Pat Colligan, Passaic
County Conference Chair Rob Ormezzano and
Co-Chair Bill Comerro welcome members to the
Annual Cigar Night.

More than 200 members came out in support of
the NJSPBA Survivor & Welfare Fund.

“The membership was a really tight
group,” Ormezzano noted. “It didn’t matter what county we were from, we had
people from all the way in South Jersey
come up to attend the event.”
Although this was just the second cigar
night the Passaic County Conference has
hosted, Ormezzano was grateful for the
large number of supporters. The event
raised $11,000 for the Survivor & Welfare
Fund.
Plans are already underway for next
year’s cigar night, when the Passaic
County Conference hopes to raise even

The Passaic County Conference sold shirts to
honor all officers in the county who have been
lost in the line of duty.

more funds and awareness and have another night of much-needed stress relief.
It’s a great night,” Verrone reiterated.
“No politics. It’s just a thank-you to everybody for coming.”

Faith Healing

Jersey’s Strongest game to promote suicide prevention a big lift for players’ families
■ BY MITCHELL KRUGEL
Faith, let alone fate, would have been served even if Jersey’s
Strongest NJSPBA hockey team game against the Woodbridge Police Department on April 29 only had been played for the benefit
of the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. With three
more NJ law enforcement officers taking their own lives during
an 11-day span in April and May, raising awareness for the cause
couldn’t have been more timely.
But faith combined with fate to form a majestic power play
in a Jersey’s Strongest 6-3 victory. The team decided to play for
the Foundation to honor Nicholas Tacopino, the cousin of Monmouth County Sheriff’s Officers Local 314 member Dan Tacopino
and Jersey’s Strongest captain, who had recently taken his own
life.
With 90 seconds left in the third period of a game in which
the lead repeatedly changed hands, Taco found the puck on his
own blue line. Jersey’s Strongest had just taken a 4-3 lead, and the
Woodbridge net was empty. Taco hoisted a backhand shot that
cleared the heads of everybody on the ice, landed in front of the
Woodbridge net and bounced in for a 5-3 lead.
“I wasn’t even supposed to play in this game because I wanted
to be with my family,” detailed Taco, who didn’t have a jersey and
had to wear the one his wife, Maggie, dons for the games. “After
the goal went in, I went right to my family and blew them all kisses. It was surreal. It makes you believe.”
Faith had passed the puck to fate long before that goal. With
Jersey’s strongest trailing 3-2, the referees asked Taco what he
wanted to do if the game ended in a tie. Would they want to play
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overtime?
“I turned to my go-to guy, Brian Kelly, and asked him what he
wanted to do,” Taco said of the Livingston Local 263 member,
who is the assistant captain. “He said, ‘We’re not going to overtime. We’re winning for your family.’”
On the very next shift, Montclair Local 53 member Scott Berry
had the lead on a two-on-one rush. As one of the bigger players
on the team, Berry’s role is not the typical goal scorer. But he finished the play with the tally to tie the game. And then another
unlikely hero, Bloomfield Local 32 member Luca Piscatelli, netted
the goal to put Jersey’s Strongest ahead, 4-3.
Faith also had a linemate on this night. Howell Township Local
228 Mike Silvani had lost his brother, Rick, to suicide in December
2015. So he had profound inspiration when he took the ice.
Woodbridge had the lead early in the second period, when Kelly and Silvani generated a two-on-one. Kelly set up Silvani to put
a shot in the net, which might have been a three-on-one with Rick
on the other wing.
“You know it very well could have been,” Silvani shared. “The
shot actually hit the crossbar, and it went down and in. Maybe he
was there.”
Silvani also scored the second goal for Jersey’s Strongest by
coming out of the corner to maneuver around the goalie and bury
a shot. Silvani’s family had started a foundation in his brother’s
name to help raise money and awareness for the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, so he relished this opportunity to
reinforce an important message.
“The biggest thing is for everyone to know they are not alone,”
Silvani continued. “There are people out there who want to help

Bloomfield Local 32 member Luca Piscatelli scored the eventual gamewinning goal

Howell Township Local 228 member Mike Silvani honored his brother Rick, a
suicide victim, by scoring the first two goals for Jersey’s Strongest.

Playing the game to honor his cousin Nicholas, Monmouth County Sheriff’s
Officers Local 314 member Dan Tacopino (above) points to his family members in the crowd. More than 50 of them came out for the game, and many
of them took a photo with the teams after the game.

you. We want to help you. The world’s better with you here.”
Nicholas Tacopino’s father, Frank, and Taco had grown up together. Frank now lives in Florida, and the family could not make
it there for the funeral. So he came to Jersey for this game, which
was the tribute and honor the family needed. One family member
actually sang the National Anthem. Another dropped the puck for

the ceremonial faceoff to start the game.
“I had about 50 family members at the game, and they were all
going crazy when I was lucky enough to get that goal,” Taco related. “I hate being the person in the spotlight, but a lot of the guys
were coming up to me saying, ‘You deserve it.’ It makes you believe, for sure.”
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Reaching Great Heights
Hosting Climb with a Cop enables Raritan Township Local 337
and Hunterdon Local 188 to enhance the community
A poster hanging in a Clinton ShopRite window announcing the March 26 Climb with a Cop event caught the
attention of a new family that had just moved to Hunterdon County. With a teenage son on the autism spectrum,
the family was eager to attend the event to connect their
son with the Special Olympics of New Jersey (SONJ).
Raritan Township Local 337 State Delegate Meg Hammond was excited to meet them when they arrived at
the Gravity Vault gym in Flemington. And right away, she
formed a bond with them, which is what events like this
are all about.
“This family comes up and the connection was made,”
Hammond said. “They said, ‘Hey, we just moved to the
county. We’re looking for [something for] our son. How do
we go about doing it?’ And we exchanged cards and said,
‘We’ll get you out there and try to find your son a spot
where he feels safe and fits in.’”
For Local 337 members and Hunterdon Local 188 members, Climb with a Cop was the biggest event of the year.
In three years, it has grown from a few members and their
families participating to a community-wide experience.
“It’s fantastic,” Hammond explained. “A lot of people
think that the climbers have to be kids, and they don’t. We
really saw all walks of life, all folks wanting to give it a shot.”
More than two dozen PBA members and their families
participated in the event. In addition to helping kids climb
the rock wall, they provided drinks and subs and chatted
with families in the community about SONJ.
“The Hunterdon County athletes come to our event,
and the community becomes more engaged,” Hammond
said. “People are more visible, and their abilities are more
visible. So that’s a wonderful feeling. And that’s the point.”
The event was sponsored by Grape Expectations of
Bridgewater, Fred Beans Toyota of Flemington and Jersey
Mike’s, which has been a long-time supporter of SONJ.
And by the end of the evening, Local 337 and Local 188
members presented a donation of $4,500 to SONJ athletes.
Hammond acknowledged how this donation will undoubtedly make a difference in the lives of many SONJ
athletes.
“Even if you can affect one person in a good way, it’s
worth doing,” Hammond noted. “So many people are intimidated by volunteering when they think they have to
change the world, but you can do it by just one little bit.
Like that family who saw a poster in the Clinton ShopRite,
and now here they are, engaging their son.”
www.njcopsmagazine.com
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A slice of happiness from Old Bridge Local 127
Old Bridge Local 127 members are always looking for creative ways to engage
with the community. On May 9, Local
127 members hosted their first Pizza
with Police event at Krispy Pizza in Old
Bridge, with more than 150 families and
members of the community.
“We recently started doing more community-related events where we have the
community actually involved,” Local 127
President Vinny Galgano said. “It’s really
about meeting the younger kids. As they
grow up, they learn to trust the police and
they’re not afraid of us. It’s just to build a
good rapport with the young kids.”
Some children were so excited to see
the law enforcement officers that they
dressed up in costumes, complete with
hats and vests. They took pictures with
members and asked questions about
their experiences on the job.
It was a highlight for Galgano, who saw
the smiles on the kids’ faces.
“We really love when the little kids
come and they get dressed up in a whole
full police uniform and they come out to
these events,” Galgano said. “They get
really excited to meet us and ask questions, I mean, even the really young kids,
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they’re not shy. They want to get to know
us, which is a good thing.”
The Pizza with Police event was the
beginning of forging those relationships
that make community policing so influential.
“As our careers evolve, we’ll be able to
talk about this down the road,” Galgano
reflected. “Like, ‘Hey, remember when
you guys did Pizza with Police and I was
there? I was only five years old then.’”

After an event that included giveaways
for the kids and a lot of pizza, Local 127
members are already planning their next
community outreach event, which will
include ice cream.
“We’re going to continue doing these
events to engage with the community,”
Galgano added. “Sometime in the late
summer, when it’s super-hot out, we’ll
treat families to ice cream and meet
them.”

Kenilworth Local 135 members build a
playground for a Pennsylvania angel
Residents of Malvern, Pennsylvania,
may have noticed their new playground
with the bright yellow drawings around
the slide. Or maybe the zip line, bright
purple swings and turquoise rubber
floor.
But what makes it stand out the most
is why it was built.
On May 9 and 10, Kenilworth Local
135 members gathered with Bill Lavin,
founder of the Where Angels Play Foundation, to build a playground in honor of
6-year-old Julia Bitto, who passed away
last year from a rare form of brain cancer.
“It’s a very special time for the family
to be involved,” said NJSPBA Fifth Vice
President Mike Freeman, who helped
Local 135 members with the build. “They
feel a sense of accomplishment. They feel
a part of it, and the entire community basically helps us, so that’s a great feeling.”
Julia’s playground was crafted specifically to reflect her personality, including
her favorite colors, activities she loved to
do and her own artwork and words featured throughout the park.

Kenilworth Local 135 members worked with the
Where Angels Play Foundation to build a playground to honor 6-year-old Julia Bitto.

And on the sidewalk at the entrance
are her family’s handprints to add a special touch.
“We help people heal,” Freeman said
of Where Angels Play. “And to be able to
see that and make the playground come
to life and see the way they lived in the
community, it’s just an incredible feeling
to be a part of that build.”

From left, Where Angels Play Foundation founder Bill Lavin, past president of the FMBA, Kenilworth Local 135 member Leo Felipe, Local 135
former State Delegate Bobby Cox and Local 135
member Brett Byron traveled to Malvern, Pennsylvania, to build a playground in honor of Julia
Bitto.
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Hunterdon Local 188 members
advocate for autism awareness
Word spread on social media during April about Hunterdon
Local 188’s one-of-a-kind, brightly colored patches. Local 188
member Andrew Lerner helped design a special-edition law
enforcement patch in honor of Autism Awareness Month.
The design included puzzle pieces in the background as a
symbol of unity, which was the message behind Lerner’s project.
“Everyone loved the patches — they’re amazing,” Lerner
expressed. “The little puzzle pieces symbolize autism and
how everyone’s fitting together.”
During April, Local 188 sold 250 patches to members and
residents of the community and raised $4,000. All proceeds
went to benefit the Arc of Hunterdon County, an organization
that works with community members with disabilities.
“They were very ecstatic, and they were very grateful for our
donation,” Lerner remarked. “And we were very grateful, too.
We learned so much about autism. And we want to be able to
help them out in any way and do this again with other charities, too.”
Local 188 members were also motivated by the opportunity
to promote autism awareness.
“Community policing and community outreach are an opportunity to give back to people, that’s why we became cops,”
Lerner added. “And at the end of the day, it’s the least we can
do to provide some assistance, provide some funding, have
the opportunity to meet some amazing people and to learn.”
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Hunterdon Local 188 member Andrew Lerner helped design a special-edition law enforcement patch in honor of Autism Awareness Month.

Hunterdon Local 188 members donated all proceeds from selling the patches to the Arc of Hunterdon County.

Linden Local 42
members serve as honor
guard at Devils game
On March 23, Linden Local 42 members were invited to serve
with the honor guard at the Prudential Center in Newark for the
New Jersey Devils’ game against the New York Rangers. From
left, Linden Local 42 members Officer Nicholas Scanlon, Detective David Kother, Field Training Officer Joseph Appello and
Sergeant Timothy Hubert presented colors prior to the start of
the game.
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Passaic County
Corrections promotes
Local 197 members
Passaic County Corrections announced the promotion
of Lieutenants Matthew Vittorio, Rocco Franco and Raffaela
Taliercio. Pictured from left are Warden Mario Recinos and
Sheriff Richard Berdnik with Vittorio, Franco and Taliercio.
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Rules of the Road Job
JOBS4BLUE has revolutionized extra-duty scheduling to make it reliable and valuable for members
■ BY MITCHELL KRUGEL
A New Jersey police department had
been experiencing some challenges scheduling extra duty work for officers. To put it
bluntly, the department had hit more than
a few bumps in the road managing assignment of road jobs.
The antiquated process of the desk sergeant calling an officer to say, “I have a job
opportunity available tonight,” was not
meeting the busy lifestyles that had become the way of the world. And there were
some hard feelings of favoritism coming
into play when offering extra duty.
But then new leadership came in and
turned to VCS and its JOBS4BLUE system
and software to manage extra duty. Management promised officers that the situation would become transparent, fair and a
positive experience for all.
“We went to a meeting of the PBA Local
and explained to the members how everything the command staff told them was the
exact same thing we told them would happen,” recalled Guy DiMemmo, VCS founder and innovative computer programmer
extraordinaire. “And within 20 minutes we
were accepted and eating pizza with them.”
JOBS4BLUE might not be the deluxe pie
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with all the special toppings. But it’s pretty
enticing.
VCS evolved JOBS4Blue out of its Police
Officer Scheduling System (POSS) software
that was created to give law enforcement
officers a 360-degree view of work shift
planning. The website and accompanying
app enable users to track their schedules,
their time off and which road jobs they’d
like to work.
Serving law enforcement has become a
labor of love for DiMemmo. Several of the
guys he grew up in Ewing Township are on
the job in Ewing, Hamilton and surrounding Mercer County towns.
When he worked as a programmer in
New York City in 1995, he was like a lot of
the software engineers who were always
asked to do side jobs. His brother-in-law,
and now VCS COO, Scott Walter, was on
the job with Princeton Township and asked
DiMemmo about creating scheduling software to help those Local 130 members.
“The main reason was to figure out
minimum staff levels, so they would have
enough people to go out and work,” he
recounted. “What we learned is that all
the information was in the payroll department. They had no ideas of balances of sick
time, so if someone called out at two in the

morning on a Saturday, payroll’s obviously
not open to check whether this person has
enough sick time.”
In 1998, DiMemmo founded VCS with
POSS as the company’s flagship program.
His vision was to provide a labor-management platform to run an entire town.
He thought it was possible to put all the
information at the department’s fingertips.
And to move away from spreadsheet management tools that led to mistakes being
made and grievances being filed. Automation could facilitate a more fair, more equitable system to make sure that only the
right employee with the right training and
qualifications would be placed in the right
position at the right time.
With early adopters such as Ewing Township joining Princeton Township, POSS
quickly became a preferred option for
streamlining shift trades, setting daily rosters, court and crossing guard scheduling,
overtime and paid time off management,
extra-duty scheduling, shift and vacation
bidding and much more.
The extra-duty aspect ignited with the
Scarsdale Police Department in New York
in 2002. A few years later, VCS brought its
extra-duty software to the Richmond, Virginia Police Department, where VCS honed

one of its core principles because the department was
doing millions of dollars in extra duty.
“We probably have about 800 departments using
our systems right now, and every one is a little bit different. So we have relied on law enforcement officers
helping us,” DiMemmo related. “The way Richmond
needed to use the software, we had to go back and
rewrite it. And that’s how it’s been. They tell us what
they need, and we write it and add it to our software.”
VCS launched JOBS4BLUE in 2017 as a service to
allow police departments to outsource the entire
process. DiMemmo’s son, Dan, has taken the reins
at JOBS4BLUE, which has become the industry standard for putting extra duty administrative work in the
hands of scheduling professionals to streamline the
entire process.
A very robust customer-service operation enables
JOBS4BLUE department clients to apply the rules of
the department and its collective bargaining agreements to make use easy for the members. The officer
signs up for the road job and posts a picture voucher
to the system. The customer is billed, and VCS sends
payment to the department that is tied right to the member’s paycheck.
Because it’s business to business and not government to business, there is no delay in payment JOBS4BLUE even guarantees
the payment if needed. As a result, more than 90 departments in
New Jersey are using the system, which ensures following the rules,
managing for the fatigue factor and getting the city out of the extra-duty business.
JOBS4BLUE has stuck to its core principle of being for the members. VCS continues to work alongside officers to find ways to fine-

tune the software to meet their changing needs because the company knows that officers depend on the extra-duty work to help pay
their bills and provide for their families,
Perhaps that is why VCS has successfully scheduled more than
100,000,000 hours for its customers, which span more than 800
police departments across the U.S. PBA members from Toms River
Local 137, Jackson Township Local 168 and Freehold Township Local 209 are among those who have seen the virtues of JOBS4BLUE.
“I do feel strongly that we get buy-in from the officers,” DiMemmo emphasized. “We’ve made it completely transparent, and it’s
truly a benefit for the members.”
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TRAINING

Train, training and trains
I am passionate about keeping law enforcement officers safe, and now that I work as a railroad police officer, I have become keenly aware of
just how critical it is. As you can imagine, I have
seen and been exposed to many injuries and unfortunate fatal incidents along the railroad during
my tenure. No police officer likes to be in danger
when there is an alternative. That’s where I can
THOMAS J. help.
I was recently approached by my good friend
JEDIC
Sergeant Russell Luedecker of the Cranford Police
Department. He advised me that they were assembling training classes and would like to include a rail safety
course if possible. Say no more — I’m there.
Teaching law enforcement officers who have rail assets in
their community or work adjacent to them is very important.
Even officers who may be assigned to a county-wide SWAT or
response unit can learn the importance of knowing about the
railroad. Why? Because if you don’t know beforehand, it may be
too late when it happens in real life, in real time.
Just this week I presented the Railroad Investigation and Safety Course (RISC) to a group of officers from around our state.
All have railroad tracks or facilities, yards, freight and passenger
trains running through their areas. All came to class with limited knowledge of how trains work, what they carry and where
they go and come from.
When the group left, I have no doubt that they left with far
more knowledge — and therefore safety — than when they
walked in. The class was crisp, interactive and full of vital info. I
ask questions, and so do the officers.
My goal is simple: to keep you and your colleagues alive when
dealing with and on railroad tracks. Know what runs through
your town. How to stop trains when necessary. How to communicate with the railroads. How to look up what rail cars may be
carrying — for example, dangerous cargo. Go beyond the normal stop of a subject and use your due diligence to thoroughly
check who is on the tracks and why. Never, ever forget your tactics, be alert and mindful of your surroundings.
Nothing on the railroad is soft and cuddly. It’s all big, fast,
metal and unforgiving. Be cognizant that people you encounter
may be there because they do not want to be found or discovered. They may be wanted or emotionally distraught. I have one
mantra I will repeat in class over and over and over. In fact, I’m
confident those who have attended my class can already hear
these words:
NEVER GO UP, ON OR AROUND RAILROAD TRACKS, TUNNELS, BRIDGES OR FACILITIES WITHOUT CONTACTING THE
RAILROAD AND HAVING TRAINS HALTED FIRST…. REPEAT,
REPEAT and when all else fails, REPEAT.
So it sounds easy, but it can be complicated. Learning and
studying, researching and practicing are key to success. Learn
what railroad or railroads come through your town. Learn the
telephone numbers you will need one day to call the railroad(s).
Check your areas for paths, access roads and other ways you
may have to rely on to get access to the tracks. Plan how you
would approach: Are you alone, are you with a partner, or is it a
mass casualty event where dozens of responding vehicles may
be mustered? Figure it out well before it may happen. Create
some tabletop exercises and practice.
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Today, there are no excuses for not being prepared for any
railroad incident. Whether it’s a spontaneous foot chase that
leads you onto the tracks or a derailment where you may need
to establish a command center, practice.
Establish a set of protocols and talk to one another about it.
When you need help planning, call the railroad(s) and contact
the railroad police agencies for help and guidance. The RISC
curriculum is a new, up-to-date PowerPoint presentation. It
can be taught in a quick, one-hour roll call setting or a more
involved four-hour class. Either way, you will learn.
Please think about reaching out about the course. I can assist
you at your agency or in a setting like Cranford, set up as an
invited participant. We are training-hungry in our profession,
and this may be one of the most critical you can get. I want to
thank Cranford, Hillside, South Plainfield, Linden and the Port
Authority Police for attending last week’s course and interacting
with me during the day. There will be another offering in Cranford on Sept. 22 at 9 a.m. Contact Sergeant Luedecker at 908272-2222 to sign up. Or contact me, and we can even customize
training for your department.
Until then, please be safe around the rails and never go up, on
or around railroad tracks, tunnels, bridges or facilities without
contacting the railroad and having trains halted first.
Brother Thomas Jedic is the Railroad Police of New Jersey Local
323 State Delegate, a member of the Norfolk Southern Police –
Special Operations Response Team (SORT) and an executive
board member of NJ Operation Lifesaver.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

NJ attorney general revises
vehicle pursuit policy
On April 29, the New Jersey attorney general issued Law Enforcement Directive 2022-4, which revised the motor vehicle pursuit policy. However, it
is important to note that the policy still contains a
provision (Section 14) that allows individual agencies to adopt a policy that imposes additional restrictions on vehicular pursuits. This means that
the revised directive does not supersede a more reED
ESPOSITO strictive agency policy that prohibits officers from
pursuing stolen motor vehicles. I always encourage all officers to review and know the law, the AG’s
policies and their specific agency’s policies.
Reporting of noncompliant pursuits
Pursuits that are determined to not be in compliance with
the AG’s policy or agency policy shall be forwarded quarterly
by municipal and county agencies to the county prosecutor’s
office for review. Statewide agencies and county prosecutors’
offices are bound by the same requirement, but they forward
their occurrences to the director of the Office of Public Integrity
and Accountability or their designee for review.
Recording equipment
The revisions now require officers to activate the motor vehi-

cle recorder (MVR) and body-worn camera (BWC) if equipped
and activation is possible without activating emergency lights
while closing the distance between two vehicles.
Definition of imminent threat
The definition of imminent threat was clarified and now
states that “[a]n imminent threat exists when an officer reasonably believes that the actions of the violator are immediately
likely to result in death or serious bodily injury to another person absent action by the officer.” Keep in mind that the policy
still requires the determination of a violator being an imminent
threat based upon the violator’s actions or operation of the vehicle prior to the initiation of the attempted motor vehicle stop.
For the “imminent threat” category, the policy still prohibits using a violator’s subsequent actions, including speeding or evasive driving during the pursuit itself, to initiate or continue a
pursuit.
Additional criminal offenses
Subject to all the restrictions throughout the policy, six new
crimes have been added, which expands when a pursuit may be
authorized. The following weapons offenses now appear on the
list of the policy’s “serious” second-degree crimes:
• Possession of a Firearm, Explosive or Destructive Device
for an Unlawful Purpose, N.J.S. 2C:39-4(a) through (c).
• Unlawful Possession of a Weapon (Machine Guns and
Handguns), N.J.S. 2C:39-5(a) and (b).
A separate sub-paragraph was added to the policy for
new offenses that are less than second-degree, and it
includes the following offenses:
• Burglary of a Dwelling, N.J.S. 2C:18-2.
• Theft of a Motor Vehicle, N.J.S. 2C:20-3; N.J.S. 2C:20-2(b)
(2)(b).
• Receiving Stolen Property (Motor Vehicle Only), N.J.S.
2C:20-7; N.J.S. 2C:20-(b)(2)(b).
• Bias Intimidation, N.J.S. 2C:16-1.
With respect to the addition of burglary, this was in the original version of the policy but only as a second-degree offense.
For burglary to be a second-degree crime, the actor needs to
be armed with a weapon or injure a victim. The revised policy
adds third-degree burglary, but only when it is the burglary of
a dwelling. Burglary of a commercial building, motor vehicle,
shed or any other structure described in N.J.S. 2C:18-1 is still
not included in the policy.
With respect to the addition of theft of motor vehicles and
receiving stolen property, the revised policy includes these offenses until at least December 31. The new policy also includes
a directive for the Office of Public Integrity and Accountability
to review data on these offenses and motor vehicle pursuits to
determine whether these two new provisions (auto theft and receiving stolen property) should remain or be modified. Absent
additional action, these provisions will remain in force after
Dec. 31.
Ed Esposito is a captain at the Essex County Sheriff ’s Office, vice
president of PBA Local 183A and owner of Espos Test Prep.
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THE BENEFITS PAGE

Expert information and advice for PBA members and their families
833-888-0542 • njspbalife@capitalbenefitsinc.com

To Roth or not to Roth, that is the question
Let us share a long-held tax
myth. Most people believe that
when they reach their “desirement” years (retirement), they
will be in a lower tax bracket. This
may be true, or it may not.

withdrawn by age 72 (required minimum distribution). So regardless of your income, you can contribute to the Roth inside
your deferred comp plan. This is a great opportunity for many
higher-income earners who do not qualify for the Roth IRA but
do now, having the Roth feature inside your Deferred Comp
457(b) plan.
So how do you decide whether
to
contribute pre-tax or after-tax?
CHECK YOUR BENEFITS
For those younger than 45:
JOE
ERIC
ABLAHANI
MURTHA
Putting 50 percent of contribuDo you have coverage for a terminal illness? tions into the Roth (after tax) and
50 percent pre-tax has this importGenerally, you qualify for coverage if you
Many of us have a friend with an
ant benefit: You get half the tax dehave been diagnosed with a terminal illness that
accountant who told him throughduction today. In other words, you
out his or her earning years that
will result in death within 24 months of certificaget the benefit of no tax on 50 perone day when we stopped workcent of your accounts during your
tion of the illness by a physician.
ing, to enjoy our “long vacation”
“desirement” years. If taxes are relThe benefit payment will be a lump sum. There
of retirement, that we would magatively high at retirement age, you
is no waiting period or annual benefit limit, but
ically be in a lower tax bracket.
can draw from the Roth account
That’s exactly what this stereotypthere is a lifetime limit on the amount of benefits
first and then take the minimum
ical friend planned for. This friend
distribution (starting at age 72)
you
can
receive
across
all
Accelerated
Benefi
ts
was fortunate enough to have
from the 457(b). If taxes are relaRiders.
earned a six-figure income and to
tively low, you can withdraw from
have saved enough money so that
If you need it, you can elect to:
the 457(b) first and save the Roth
his income (and lifestyle) wouldn’t
• request the full acceleration, on a discountfunds for later.
have to change when he or she
For those 45 and older:
ed
basis,
and
use
the
lump
sum
as
you
wish;
stopped working. In other words,
If you are 45 and older and have
• choose to leave a portion of the policy’s
the friend would have enough
at least $50,000 or more in your
money to generate a comfortable
death benefit intact and receive a partial
457(b) pre-tax, then you should
living.
benefit;
fully contribute into a Roth (unBut something unexpected hapless the tax deduction is critical
•
choose
to
leave
the
entire
policy
intact
for
pened. This friend started that
for current income-tax planning).
your beneficiary;
long vacation when the tax rate
This will fill up the Roth buckfor six-figure-income earners was
et with money that will never be
upwards of 39.6 percent! Instead
taxed and provide a more balanced
of being in the lower tax bracket, this friend was actually in a
approach.
Once
there
is
a
50/50
balance between the two achigher one.
counts,
you
should
split
your
contributions
to equally fund the
The truth is, it’s impossible to know what tax bracket you’ll be
Roth
and
the
pre-tax
457(b).
in when you retire. If your income is low to begin with, it’s safe
to say that, unless you win the lottery, you’ll always be in a low
Joseph C. Ablahani is the president and CEO of Capital Benefits.
tax bracket. But for mid and high-income earners, this may not
He has more than 20 years of experience in employee benefits deapply.
sign and pension services and specializes in the implementation
Luckily, there’s a strategy everyone can use inside (and outof employee benefit programs. As a licensed registered represenside) their 457 Deferred Comp plan to avoid the uncertainty.
tative, he has achieved AIF® (Accredited Investment Fiduciary)
Congress first introduced the Roth Individual Retirement
designation, Certified Long Term Care (CLTC) and Certified Plan
account, named after Senator William Roth of Delaware, unFiduciary Advisor CPFA designation and has completed the fourder the Tax Relief Act of 1997. The big difference between the
year 401 (k) Coach program, which dissects all aspects of pension
Roth and traditional IRAs is that the Roth contributions are not
plans.
tax-deductible. In other words, you pay the taxes today on your
Eric Murtha is a senior benefits manager who has experience in
contributions going into your deferred comp.
employee benefits and on both the employer and carrier sides of
In return, your contributions are not taxed when you start
the industry. He manages the firm’s business clients, specifically
withdrawals in retirement, including all gains, which are still
focusing on employee benefit programs. Eric is licensed in Life,
allowed to begin at age 59.5. Further, the funds in a Roth must
Health, Accident, Property and Casualty and Securities.
be vested for at least five years, but they are not required to be
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FINANCIAL ADVICE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT FROM SHORE POINT ADVISORS

Inflation and your money
Does it feel like your dollar isn’t going as far?
Most likely this is caused by inflation. Over a short
period of time, the impact of inflation may seem
minimal, but over long periods of time like years
and decades, inflation can significantly eat away at
the purchasing power of your money.
Let’s look at how we can better understand inflation and a few steps to take to protect the value of
JAMES FAY your money.
Inflation occurs when prices rise, decreasing
the purchasing power of your money. Since most
of my reading audience are law enforcement officers, I will use
the recent ammo shortage as an example. Pre-pandemic, a box
of 9-millimeter ammunition cost approximately $12 a box. By
the middle of 2021, the cost had gone up to as much as $40. So
if you budgeted $60 a year to purchase the four boxes of ammo
you need to qualify with your off-duty weapon each year, you
would be three boxes or more than $100 short.
The fundamental principles of supply and demand are associated with the rising prices that cause inflation. When demand
for goods and services increases but supply remains the same, it
will pull up the price, and when supply of goods and services is
limited in some way but demand remains the same, it will push
up the price.
Labor costs, supply constraints and increased spending have

all contributed to inflated costs. If we use our ammo example
from above, we can relate the cause of the price increase to the
start of the pandemic, when factories were forced to shut down
their production lines while gun sales increased, and everyone
with a gun stocked up on ammunition. This depleted the supply, and even as things started to get back to normal, production problems continued because of the global supply-chain
holdups.
However, higher prices for just one item or service should
not constitute the meaning of inflation. An increase in prices
throughout a sector or industry — and eventually the entire
economy — would better depict the meaning of inflation.
The U.S. inflation rate is measured by multiple indexes, which
allows for a more wide-ranging view of the rate of inflation. The
Consumer Price Index (CPI) is considered the benchmark for
measuring inflation in the United States. The CPI tracks changes in the costs of eight major categories people spend money
on: food and beverages, housing, apparel, transportation, education and communication, recreation, medical care and other
goods and services.
The Federal Reserve is the central bank of the U.S. and is responsible for maintaining a stable rate of inflation. One way
that it accomplishes this is by decreasing interest rates when
markets are down, which makes borrowing cheaper and stimulates the economy. But this causes people to spend, and this
extra demand can push up inflation.
One way you can combat inflation and increase the purchasing power of your money is by investing your money in certain
assets. Investing in the stock market could be one way to potentially beat inflation. A globally diversified investment portfolio
can grow wealth over decades and possibly outpace inflation.
Two other ways to protect against inflation could be using conservative inflation estimates in your retirement planning and
delaying collecting Social Security, which could maximize the
power of the COLA (cost of living adjustments), resulting in
higher monthly payments.
Seeking the help of a trusted financial advisor could help you
protect the value of your money from the rising prices associated with inflation. A comprehensive analysis of your current
investment portfolio might be a good place to start.
James Fay is a retired sheriff ’s officer from Monmouth County
and is now the senior vice president of Shore Point Advisors. As a
financial advisor, Fay is focused on helping law enforcement officers make educated financial decisions that will directly affect
their retirement. He can be reached at www.shorepointadvisors.
com, 732-876-3777 or jfay@shorepointadvisors.com. Shore Point
Advisors is an independent registered investment advisor, meaning they are not affiliated with a broker-dealer. Registration does
not imply a certain level of training. More information about
Shore Point Advisors can be found in its Form ADV Part 2, which
is available upon request. Past performance is not a guarantee
of future results. All investment strategies involve risk and have
the potential for profit or loss. As a fiduciary, they have a legal
obligation to put their clients’ best interests first, including before
their own compensation.
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GET YOUR GUNS BACK!
• Low energy
• Can’t exercise
• Muscle loss
• Weight gain
• Poor sleep
• Memory loss
• Brain fog
• Anxiety
• Depressed
• Erectile Dysfunction

It could be…
• Low Testosterone
• Inflammation
• Vitamin Deficiency

• Food Sensitivity
• Toxicity
• Thyroid

Let’s find the ROOT CAUSE & FIX IT
“MY NAME IS STEVE OLIMPIO AND
I HIGHLY RECOMMEND MEDWELL.”

Functional Medicine for Men and Women
M.T. Shahab, M.D. L.F.A. C.O.G., F.S.A.S.
33 CENTRAL AVE., MIDLAND PARK, NJ 07432

201-632-1919

The Best of Health

It’s time to smash the stigma
Let’s be honest. The
tions are impacted by hormone levels just as much
Take the Low T
first thought that comes
as many other functions in the body. Never attempt
quiz here
into people’s minds
to inject yourself with an amount of testosterone
when they hear “testosrecommended for someone else.
terone” is making huge
TRT and testosterone replacement therapy might
gains in the gym. Are
be quite different from all those things you’ve heard.
we right? Well, we hope
Having balanced hormones is about putting your
that we can change your
health and wellness first. If you think you may be
DR. SACHIN DR. GLENN mind. While many think
a candidate for testosterone replacement therapy,
SHAH
FOSS
of testosterone as the
scan the QR code on this page to take our low T quiz.
hormone that is only
important to men, and that it’s only meant for
Dr. Sachin Shah, co-founder of Advanced Anti-Aging
getting fast results in the gym and performing in
in Riverdale, earned his medical degree from the State
the bedroom, we’re here to tell you that you may
University of New York in Syracuse and was trained
be mistaken. Testosterone is vital to many bodily
at New York University Langone Medical Center. Folfunctions for men as well as for women. Let’s break down some
lowing
his
extensive
training, Dr. Shah began expanding his inof the common myths associated with testosterone supplementerests
in
pain
management,
venous medicine and, most recently,
tation.
stem
cell
application
for
regenerative
medicine. Dr. Glenn Foss is
Myth 1: Testosterone is only a male sex hormone.
a graduate of New York Chiropractic College. During his 19 years
The truth is that while testosterone is responsible for producof clinical experience, he has seen how musculoskeletal dysfuncing sperm, a deep voice, mood, facial hair and impacting sex
tion relates to nutritional and dietary deficits, physical decondrive in men, it’s also critically important for women to help
ditioning and hormonal imbalances. For more information
support ovulation. Women actually have moderate levels of tesabout Advanced Anti-Aging’s Low T treatment, go to advancetosterone in their bodies, so when you hear it branded as the
dantiaging.com or call/text 973-998-7770.
male hormone or that only men need testosterone replacement
therapy, it’s time to think a bit differently.
Family Owned and Operated
Myth 2: Testosterone supplements increase sperm count.
This is false. Testosterone replacement therapy can actually
decrease sperm count. When working with our patients, we always work with them to design the best care plan for their lives.
If men are still at an age where they would like to continue to
have children, we create a program that will help regulate their
hormones without the use of testosterone. Most commonly,
Let our design staff help you with your design ideas!
this is done through a program utilizing HCG or gonadorelin,
NEW LOCATION!
which helps stimulate the production of testosterone naturally
113 ROUTE 46 WEST, Wayne, NJ
within the body, versus supplementing.
(ACROSS FROM THE WILLOWBROOK MALL)
Myth 3: Testosterone replacement increases risk of heart disease.
Visit our website: www.KitchenCab.com
This is a very common misconception. Testosterone replacement therapy does not cause cardiovascular issues, but rather it
MUST PRESENT THIS AD FOR SAVINGS
may help those with low testosterone achieve better health and
Mon. 10 to 6 • Tues. 10 to 6 • Wed. 10 to 8 • Thurs. 10 to 6
reduce the likelihood of heart issues. One of the most common
Fri. 10 to 6 • Sat. 10 to 5 • Sunday by Appointment
symptoms of low testosterone is low energy and weight gain or
retention. Once hormones are regulated, patients may begin to
WE WILL WORK
lose weight more easily and work out better since they aren’t as
WITH ALL INSURANCE
fatigued as they once were.
CLAIMS
Myth 4: Testosterone can only be injected.
False. While many prefer weekly or bi-weekly injections for
their supplemental hormones, testosterone is available in
creams, gels, patches and pellets. At Advanced Anti Aging, we
offer creams and also injections, all of which can be administered in the comfort of your own home. Injections are often the
preferred method among patients due to its ease of use, affordability and frequency.
Packages starting at $2999
Myth 5: You become angry from testosterone.

973-638-1026

Many people associate testosterone with “roid rage.” When
treated under the care of a doctor to help balance hormones in
a responsible way, you will not need to worry about this. Emo-

FREE UNDERMOUNT SINK WITH OVER 30 FT. OF GRANITE
FREE HANDLES AND KNOBS WITH PURCHASE OVER $3500
www.njcopsmagazine.com
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ASK THE PHYSICIAN
S. Justin Szawlewicz, M.D.
Chair, Cardiology, Deborah Heart and Lung Center
Q: I’ve been a lifelong runner, but as I’m getting older, with some early arthritis in my knees, I’m finding
it harder to keep up the pace. Will walking provide the
same health benefits?
–Jake P., Bloomfield
A: Jake, yes, walking can help! As little as 30 minutes a day walking at a brisk pace can provide mental and physical benefits. Walking helps reduce the risk of coronary heart disease and stroke,
improves blood pressure and blood sugar levels, helps maintain
a healthy weight, reduces the risk of osteoporosis and provides a
mental boost.

Feeling happier and enjoying being fit — as well as looking better
— are great benefits of walking! It doesn’t cost anything, is easy to
do every day and doesn’t require special equipment or warmups.
And if the weather is bad, you can march at home to music or in
front of your TV.
At Deborah Heart and Lung Center, not only do we encourage our
patients to walk every day if possible, our staff does, too.
If you are looking for something more than walking to improve
your heart health, you might consider swimming, rowing, an elliptical or a stationary bike. These are generally easier on your joints
and can provide a little variety
For more information, visit www.demanddeborah.org or call 855856-7146.

WE BACK THE BLUE
Southwest Florida/ Paradise Coast Lifestyle opportunities!
Naples, Marco Island,
Estero, Bonita Beach

Frederick Lyle

Real Estate Sales Associate
Realtor©

Graduate, Realtor Institute (GRI)

Downing Frye Realty, Inc.
8950 Fontana Del Sol Way, Suite 100
Naples, Florida 34109

Homes/Condos/Vacation Properties
Retired LEO, Retired N.J. DHTS
Past President Local #319

www.FinestNaples.com
Mobile: (239) 776-6735
Fred@finestnaples.com

Call to learn about my special Veterans and Law Enforcement Retiree offers!

Proforma WTB Promo Product Enterprises, Inc.
Authorized NJSPBA Vendor!

Providing the latest in promotional, fundraising and
wearables to NJ Law Enforcement for over 31 years!
• INDIVIDUAL embroidered jackets, Shirts, etc.
• COMPLETE MAIL-OUT SERVICES
Have us at
• Imprinted tee shirts, hoodies
your next
• Challenge coins, pins, patches
PBA
meeting
• Mugs, banners, 5.11 dealer
• Family member cards & badges
Over 2,000 PBA meetings attended since 1986!
908-301-9789 misterwtb@mindspring.com
Mountainside, NJ
PROFORMAWTB.COM
Search 1000’s of products in our search box!

Let me protect your interests in buying or selling a home!

Retired JCPD Captain
Louie Karras

Monmouth/Ocean County Specialist:
•Single and Multi-Family Homes
•Condominiums
•Commercial properties
•Subdivisions and Vacant Land

Call or email Louie now!
Louie Karras
201-424-5486 • louie.karras@gmail.com

WE BACK THE BLUE
Join the businesses and services
that support NJ Cops.
Back the Blue by showcasing
the exclusive offers you have
for NJ State PBA members.
Place your Directory Ad here each month
Contact Mitch at 201-880-7288
or mitch@njcopsmagazine.com
www.njcopsmagazine.com
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